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Representations are a key explanatory device used by cognitive psychologists to account for human behavior. Understanding the effects of context and experience on the representations people use is essential, because if two people encode the same stimulus using different representations, their response to that stimulus may be different. We present a computational framework that can be used to define models that flexibly construct feature representations (where by a feature we mean a part of the image of an object) for a set of observed objects, based on nonparametric Bayesian statistics. Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) presented an initial model constructed in this framework that captures how the distribution of parts affects the features people use to represent a set of objects. We build on this work in three ways. First, although people use features that can be transformed on each observation (e.g., translate on the retinal image), many existing feature learning models can only recognize features that are not transformed (occur identically each time). Consequently, we extend the initial model to infer features that are invariant over a set of transformations, and learn different structures of dependence between feature transformations. Second, we compare two possible methods for capturing the manner that categorization affects feature representations. Finally, we present a model that learns features incrementally, capturing an effect of the order of object presentation on the features people learn. We conclude by considering the implications and limitations of our empirical and theoretical results.
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A fundamental tenet of cognitive psychology is that a person’s reaction to a stimulus is determined by his or her representation of the stimulus and not by the stimulus itself. This explains why two people looking at the same piece of art (e.g., a Jackson Pollock painting) can react very differently (Chomsky, 1959; Neisser, 1967). Representations are the central device for explaining the differing reactions to the same stimulus. An art historian may enjoy a Jackson Pollock painting due to her representation of it as a rejection of painting with a brush and exclaim, “That is beautiful!” A layperson viewing the same painting might dislike it because he represents it as a cluttered mess of discordant colors and exclaim, “That is ugly.” Although in this case the difference in reaction of the two people is due to differences in knowledge of art, arriving at different reactions to the same physical stimulus depending on its context is commonplace in human behavior. Thus, understanding how the mind forms representations for stimuli is a fundamental problem for cognitive psychology.

Before delving into how representations are computed from raw sensory inputs and how that influences behavior, it is important to be clear about what we mean by a representation. Unfortunately, representation is a notoriously difficult concept to define (Cummins, 1989; Markman, 1998; Palmer, 1978). Perhaps a good starting definition of a representation, which can be traced back at least to Aristotle (Pitt, 2008), “is something that stands in place for...”
something else” (Palmer, 1978, p. 262). Although this is vague, it gives the gist of what a representation is: something (e.g., a symbol or the activation of artificial neurons in layer of a neural network) that stands for something else (e.g., an object in the environment or symbol in a different cognitive process). The internal representation being active indicates the presence of what it represents (whether or not what it represents is present).

Features are a form of internal representation that is widely used in psychological theories (Markman, 1998; Palmer, 1999; Tversky, 1977). They are elementary units that can be simple, such as the presence of a horizontal line at a particular location, or more complex, such as connectedness. They can be discrete, whether binary (present or absent) or one of a countable set of values (e.g., the style of a line might be dashed, dotted, or solid), or they can be continuous (e.g., the length of a line). The response to a given input stimulus is generated by first encoding the values of the features for the input and then making a decision on the basis of those feature values. If two people represent the same stimulus using different features, then their response to that stimulus may be different. How people determine the appropriate features for a stimulus and how those features are inferred from the sensory data are typically left as an open problem: Models of human cognition typically assume that people adopt a particular feature representation for a stimulus. However, a full explanation of human behavior demands an explanation of how different representations are determined for the same stimulus (Edelman, 1999; Garner, 1974; Goldmeier, 1936/1972; Goldstone, 2003; Goodman, 1972, Chapter 9; Kanizsa, 1979; Murphy & Medin, 1985; Navarro & Perfors, 2010; Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998).

In this article, we focus on one particular aspect of how representations are determined for an input stimulus: when the representing thing is a feature representation and the represented thing is a set of objects from the environment presented in images. To tackle this problem, we investigate the principles that the mind uses to form representations of the continuous flow of images from its environment. Focusing on how people infer feature representations from sets of images allows us to explore the effects of context because the same image in two sets can be given different representations. Selfridge (1955) provided a classic example of this effect. When an image (halfway between “A” and “H”) is presented with “C” and “T,” it is represented as “A” (to form “CAT”), but when it is presented with “T” and “E,” it is represented with “H” (to spell “THE”). We compare how people and models defined within our computational framework infer features to represent an object in different contexts, when the context is the set of other objects presented with the original object.

The outline of the article is as follows. First, we define a set of criteria for any model of human feature representation inference and provide evidence for each criterion based on previous theoretical, empirical, and computational work. Next, we review previous computational work on human feature learning. Then, we present a computational framework using ideas from nonparametric Bayesian statistics to make it possible to allow objects to possess infinitely many features, but only a finite subset of them are relevant in any given context. We then present a model in this framework by Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) that satisfies some of the criteria. However, this model is unable to learn transformation-invariant features, and is indifferent to categorization information and the object presentation order. We then extend the framework to define a model that infers features invariant over a set of transformations. The model predicts novel contextual effects, which we test in a behavioral experiment. It also provides a way to understand how people might learn the dependencies between the transformations of features in a set of objects. Afterward, we present two possible ways to extend models in the framework to include the effects of categorization information on feature learning. Finally, we formulate an incremental learning form of the model, which, like people, is sensitive to the order in which objects are presented. We conclude with a discussion of the implications and limitations of our empirical and theoretical results.

**Criteria for a Computational Framework of Human Feature Representation Inference**

In this section, we suggest criteria that any computational framework for understanding how people solve the problem of forming context-sensitive feature representations should be able to satisfy. After proposing each criterion, we present theoretical and empirical support for it from the human feature learning literature.

**Criterion 1: Sensory Primitives**

Even though it may be possible to define a set of features that can represent all the objects that a person could plausibly encounter in his or her lifetime, researchers have argued that such an approach does not adequately capture the representational power and flexibility of human cognition. Instead, they argue for flexible feature theories (Goldstone, 2003; Goldstone, Gerganov, Landy, & Roberts, 2008; Hoffman & Richards, 1984; Schyns et al., 1998), where the set of possible features can adapt with experience. For example, Hoffman and Richards (1984) argued that people infer features of objects at changes in concavity, and Braunstein, Hoffman, and Saidpour (1989) provided empirical support for people segmenting (some) novel objects into features at these points. Flexible feature theorists argue that it is implausible for our perceptual systems to be hardwired in such a way that it would be
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1. There are two main ways to describe an object: as an observable stimulus (e.g., its image on the retina) and as an internal representation. Following Austerweil and Griffiths (2011), we use properties or parts to describe the observable stimulus and only use features when describing the internal components of the object representation.

2. Researchers have distinguished between discrete and continuous valued properties, where continuous properties are called dimensions (e.g., Krumhansl, 1978). In this article, we consider both discrete and continuous properties to be features.

3. Alternatively, people can produce different behaviors for the same stimulus if they use different procedures based on the same feature representation. As it is difficult to distinguish between these two possibilities (Anderson, 1978), we focus on cases where the same procedure is applied to different feature representations.

4. Thus, we are not learning abstract representations, such as “rejection of painting with a brush,” but rather more concrete representations, such as portions of an object’s image. Though we focus on images in this article, in principle our approach can be used to find feature representations of sensory data of other types (e.g., Yildirim & Jacobs, 2012).

5. Although Biederman (1987) argued for a limit to the number of objects that a person encounters in his or her lifetime, this is peripheral to whether or not a fixed feature set can represent all of the objects a person could potentially observe during his or her lifetime.
possible to recognize quickly objects that are now important to people (such as cell phones or cars) that are very different from the objects that were present during the evolution of our species (Goldstone, 2003). Thus, as it is difficult to define a set of primitives that is capable of representing all ways an object can be represented in all possible contexts, the framework should instead construct features from raw sensory data.

Criterion 2: Unlimited Features

Although similarity is used to motivate feature representations (as features provide a basis for computing similarity), it is also a source of criticism. One of the most serious criticisms of feature-based similarity theories is that infinitely many features can be used to represent any particular object (Goldmeier, 1936/1972; Goodman, 1972, Chapter 9; Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993; Murphy & Medin, 1985). For example, a book is a collection of articles, but it is also smaller than an airplane, larger than a mosquito, lighter than an elephant, and so forth. Any of these features could be relevant (e.g., being larger than a mosquito could be appropriate if your goal is to stop getting bitten by a mosquito; see Barsalou, 1985). This casts doubt on the explanatory power of feature-based similarity theories because determining the appropriate features (which in turn define similarity) is a nontrivial problem (Murphy & Medin, 1985). Many cognitive theories depend on similarity for later cognitive processes (e.g., generalization), and thus, this is a major issue for most explanations using feature representations. However, if there was a way to have an unlimited repository of features and select which features should be used in a manner that is independent of similarity, this would not be an issue.

Thus, consistent with the human capability of being able to identify a potentially infinite number of features to represent any object (Goldmeier, 1936/1972; Goodman, 1972, Chapter 9; Medin et al., 1993; Murphy & Medin, 1985), a computational framework should not place an arbitrary limit on the number of features that can be used. The number of features should be inferred based on the observed set of objects.

Criterion 3: Context Sensitivity

The features people use to represent stimuli change or are reweighted according to context and experience (Garner, 1974; Gibson, 1969; Goldmeier, 1936/1972; Goldstone, 2003; Kanizsa, 1979; Palmer, 1999; Schyns et al., 1998; Tversky, 1977). We already discussed one example of this effect in perception from Selfridge (1955). Tversky (1977) presented an example in the conceptual domain. He found that people partitioned the same conceptual domain. He found that people partitioned the same

Criterion 4: Prior Expectations

Previous work has already identified a number of perceptual and conceptual expectations that people use to infer features that represent objects: People infer features that are “simpler” (Austereiwil & Griffiths, 2011; Chater & Vitányi, 2003; Hochberg & McAlister, 1953), consistent with background knowledge of the function of objects (Lin & Murphy, 1997), consistent with learned categories (Pevtzow & Goldstone, 1994; Schyns & Murphy, 1994), between transitions in concavity of the object’s contour (Braunstein et al., 1989; Hoffman & Richards, 1984), or contiguous (Goldstone, 2000) and based on Gestalt Prägnanz (perceptual “goodness”; Palmer, 1977). Thus, the computational framework should easily include perceptual and conceptual constraints, if such constraints are relevant. However, it would still be able to infer features when any of the above types of information are absent.

Criterion 5: Transformational Invariance

People are able to recognize two images as having the same feature, even when that feature occurs differently in the two images (e.g., due to differences in viewpoint). In other words, the framework should be able to learn features that are invariant over a set of transformations (Palmer, 1983; Rock, 1973; Rust & Stocker, 2010).

Criterion 6: Category Diagnosticity

Previous work has demonstrated that categorization training is a catalyst for inferring new feature representations (Goldstone, 2000; Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001; Lin & Murphy, 1997; Pevtzow & Goldstone, 1994; Schyns & Murphy, 1994; Schyns & Rodet, 1997). In these categorization training studies, a set of parts is diagnostic of a category the experimenter has in mind, but initially they are not inferred by participants as features. After repeated feedback, participants discover that the part is diagnostic, and it is inferred as a feature. For example, Pevtzow and Goldstone (1994) created a stimulus set where each object shares one part with two other objects. Participants learned categories where each object shared one diagnostic part with the other object in its category. After categorization training, they inferred the part diagnostic for categorization as a feature, but not the part nondiagnostic for their categorization training. Thus, the framework should be able to infer features diagnostic for categorization.

Criterion 7: Incremental Learning

People learn features incrementally as they are needed to represent novel images or explain category information (Schyns & Rodet, 1997). For example, in Experiment 2 of Schyns and Rodet (1997), participants learned to categorize three types of “Martian
cells” (circles with differently shaped blobs inside). Two of the blobs, $a$ and $b$, were diagnostic for determining category membership. They created three categories using these two parts: $A$ (the cell contained the blob $a$), $B$ (the cell contained the blob $b$), and $AB$ (the cell contained the blobs $a$ and $b$ connected in a particular spatial arrangement). They trained two groups of participants to learn the three categories in one of two orders: $A \rightarrow B \rightarrow AB$ or $AB \rightarrow B \rightarrow A \rightarrow B$. Their hypothesis was that those participants who learned to categorize $AB$ first would learn a single feature that was the conjunction of $a$ and $b$ in a particular spatial arrangement, and so they would not extend category membership to a new Martian cell containing $a$ and $b$ in a new spatial arrangement. On the other hand, those that learned $AB$ last would already have learned the features $a$ and $b$ and thus would think of the category $AB$ as the conjunction of two preexisting features $a$ and $b$ that were learned to perform the two previous categorizations. If it is represented simply as the conjunction of these two features, the two features should be allowed to be in any spatial arrangement, and so, in this case, the participants should extend membership of $AB$ to a new Martian cell containing $a$ and $b$ in a new spatial arrangement. The results of the experiment supported their hypothesis: Participants who learned $AB$ last extended category membership for $AB$ to a novel Martian cell with $a$ and $b$ in new spatial arrangements more often than the participants who learned $AB$ first. Thus, the order that data were presented to participants affected the features they inferred, because those who learned $AB$ first inferred the features $a$, $b$, and $ab$, and those who learned $AB$ last inferred the features $a$ and $b$. Thus, there should be an explanation for how the order in which objects are presented can affect the features inferred by the model.

**Prospectus**

Although many previous models satisfy some of the criteria outlined above, no existing computational framework can address all of the criteria. In the next section, we discuss many of the previously proposed models for explaining human feature learning. Afterward, we present our approach to satisfy all of these criteria by formalizing the mathematical problem of learning feature representations. Our formalization of this problem follows Austerweil and Griffiths (2011), who proposed a model that satisfied a subset of these criteria. We demonstrate that it satisfies the first four criteria we identified, and then go beyond this previous work by defining a new set of models within this framework that demonstrate that our framework can address the remaining criteria.

**Computational Approaches to Inferring Representations**

In this section we review and critique computational proposals for inferring feature representations based on the criteria discussed in the previous section. One way of classifying computational models for inferring feature representations is to split them into two major types: weight change approaches and structure change approaches. First, we describe neural network and Bayesian weight change approaches, where the feature set is fixed but the importance of each feature is inferred. Afterward, we assess flexible neural network approaches that alter their own structure while learning to predict a set of observations. Finally, before moving on to our framework, a Bayesian structure change approach, we consider the psychological validity of using classic dimensionality reduction techniques from machine learning as a computational explanation of human feature learning.

**Weight Change Approaches**

One potential solution for capturing the effects of context on features is to assume a large set of features is known a priori (e.g., raw sensory data) and provide a systematic method for determining when and how the weights of these features change. This approach has been explored with both connectionist (Goldstone, 2003; Grossberg, 1987; Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985) and Bayesian (Zeigenfuse & Lee, 2010) models. One early proposal by Nosofsky (1984, 1986) was that feature weights are chosen to optimize performance for classifying objects into their categories. Indeed, this proposal has been mostly supported (Nosofsky, 1984, 1986, 1991), although it may not be the case for some category structures (Vanpaemel & Lee, 2012). One of the most successful models for changing the weights of features is ALCOVE (attention learning covering map; Kruschke, 1992; Lee & Navarro, 2002). According to the ALCOVE model, the similarity defined by generalized context model (GCM) feeds into a neural network, which categorizes an object based on its similarity to stored exemplars of each category. The neural network learns feature weights according to error-driven learning. Though this is very successful for the small feature sets typically used in categorization studies (e.g., Gluck & Bower, 1988), the number of potential features people may use is potentially infinite or, at the very least, exponential in the dimensionality of the raw sensory input (e.g., every combination of pixels in an image is potentially a feature).\(^6\) Due to the bias–variance trade-off (Geman, Bienenstock, & Doursat, 1992), very strong constraints on the types of features (i.e., strong inductive biases, Griffiths, 2010) will be needed to learn features effectively from somewhat realistic sensory data, as the space of possible features is astronomically large if not infinite (Schyns et al., 1998; Schyns & Rodet, 1997).

Furthermore, although categorization is an important catalyst for feature representation change, different features can be inferred to represent the same object in different contexts without any category information (Austerweil & Griffiths, 2011). In other words, categorization is sufficient, but not necessary for changing the features used to represent an object. Another sufficient condition for feature representation change is the distribution of parts over the context of an object. Thus, methods based on ALCOVE are insufficient, as they do not infer feature weight values in the absence of category information (but see Pothos & Bailey, 2009, for extensions of the GCM that learn attention weights in the absence of category information).

Using competitive learning rules, artificial neural network methods have been developed to infer feature representations from the distribution of parts over a set of objects without any category information (Grossberg, 1987; Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985). The networks start with a fixed number of features whose weights are

---

\(^6\) Nosofsky (2011) does not advocate using raw sensory data as features in GCM, but rather first learning features from similarity data. However, this leaves open the question of interest in this article: How do people learn features?
initialized to random values, which means that they are not “specialized” to detect any particular visual properties. When an object is presented to the network, the network attempts to recreate it using its features. According to competitive learning rules, the feature that best recreates the observed object is considered the “winner,” and its weights are updated with error-driven learning based on the difference between the observed and recreated objects (at a faster rate than the weights of “losing” features). As this procedure is repeated over an object set, the features differentiate and become specialized to detect different visual properties. Once the procedure converges, each object is represented with some number of the network’s vocabulary of inferred features.

Though early competitive learning approaches were successful at inferring features without category information, two problems with these approaches is that they do not take into account domain-specific biases (such as expecting that visual features are contiguous; Goldstone, 2000) and they are insufficient to explain how people learn features. This model makes two modifications to traditional competitive learning: It incorporates a perceptual bias toward learning approximately continuous features by favoring neighboring pixels to share the same value and a conceptual bias toward learning features that respect categorization information (features that activate for objects in one category but not the other). This is an interesting approach that uses both distributional and category information to infer features.

Zeigenfuse and Lee (2010) described a Bayesian feature weight change approach, where they assume that human similarity judgments are determined in a similar manner as the GCM, but Bayesian inference is used to determine the weight of each feature’s importance in human similarity judgments. When their method is given a set of objects in a particular domain (e.g., farm animals) represented by a given large set of features and human judgments as to the similarity of various pairs of objects in the domain (e.g., horse and cow), it infers a smaller number of features with non-negligible weights that adequately reproduce human similarity judgments. Although it is a useful tool for reducing the number of features needed to adequately capture human similarity judgments and for investigating which statistical properties yield large feature weights, it does not alter its feature representation depending on context or experience. Thus, it is not appropriate for our purpose of understanding how people infer feature representations.

Importantly, all of these approaches assume the structure of the model is known ahead of time (e.g., the number of features), which is an unrealistic assumption, as the number of features is not provided in our sensory input. Since there are typically many representations of different sizes consistent with sensory inputs, determining the number of features is an important aspect of forming a representation. As people infer features without this additional information, it is inappropriate to include as input to a model of human feature representation inference.

### Structure Change Approaches

Though the model’s structure of current feature learning approaches is chosen a priori by the researcher (e.g., assuming a certain number of features), there is no reason to believe that it is impossible to develop a model that can alter its own structure (e.g., create new features as necessary). In fact, one method that would most likely be successful would be to specify a large number of potential features with a penalty for nonzero weights, which would bias them toward leaving a large number of the features unused. In fact, this is mathematically similar to the framework we introduce in the next section.

A similar approach exists in the neural network literature, which uses a mechanism for altering the architecture of the neural network, called cascade-correlation (Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990). Cascade-correlation recruits new nodes in the neural network when the current architecture does not adequately capture the pattern of input and outputs. This has been used successfully to capture developmental stages (Shultz & Sirois, 2008) and intermediate representations used for categorization (Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004). A flexible connectionist model for learning features using either mechanism would be very interesting and most likely could capture many of the feature learning results in this article; however, it would still have difficulty learning features whose images are transformed when instantiated in objects.

One model that can be interpreted as learning a set of features without presupposing a certain number of them a priori is the Bayesian chunk learner (Orbán, Fiser, Aslin, & Lengyel, 2008). It learns to group objects that appear to have been generated by a common cause. This Bayesian model infers the number of causes that “chunk” objects together, which is, in some sense, equivalent to learning features. However, it is given preprocessed visual information (a binary indicator for each object, which represents it occurring in the given scene). Thus, it does not answer questions that concern the visual input (e.g., it cannot explain how features with transforming images could be learned), and so it cannot explain how people learn primitives. This will prevent it from being able to explain how people infer features using both spatial and distributional information in an experiment that we report later in this article.

A different approach would be to apply dimensionality reduction techniques from machine learning, which find a smaller set of dimensions to represent objects (Abdi, Valentin, & Edelman, 1998; Edelman & Intrator, 1997; Hansen, Ahrendt, & Larsen, 2005). Unfortunately, Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) demonstrated that the results of two previously advocated techniques, principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA), are inconsistent with how people form low-dimensional representations based on their generalization patterns in several behavioral experiments. In these experiments, participants observed objects created from a set of parts, where the parts were either strongly or weakly correlated (but never perfectly correlated or independent). Then, participants judged how likely novel objects that were created from the set of parts were to be
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7 Another popular dimensionality reduction technique is projection pursuit (Friedman & Tukey, 1974), where an object set is reduced to a smaller set of dimensions that optimize some measure of the “interestingness” of each dimension. There may be some definition of interestingness of a dimension that may be consistent with the results of Austerweil and Griffiths (2011), but when the variance of stimuli on the dimension is the definition of the interestingness of a dimension, projection pursuit is equivalent to PCA (Carreira-Perpiñán, 1997).
members of the original set. Participants generalized to the novel objects when they observed objects whose parts were weakly correlated (reflecting that they inferred the parts as features), but did not generalize to the novel objects after observing the objects whose parts were strongly correlated (reflecting that they inferred the objects as features). Unlike people, the features inferred by PCA and ICA reflect the weak correlations between parts of the observed images, and thus, the features inferred by PCA and ICA may not be behaviorally relevant.

To explain the observed patterns of generalization behavior in their experiments, Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) proposed an ideal observer model that learns a feature representation from the raw sensory data of a set of objects without specifying the number of features ahead of time. This model is a nonparametric Bayesian model (see Gershman & Blei, 2012, for a review of nonparametric Bayesian models), which is able to achieve this goal by allowing a potentially infinite number of features to represent the set of objects but penalizing feature representations that use more features. Thus, the model infers a feature representation with as few features as possible that is still able to recreate the observed set of objects. As Austerweil and Griffiths demonstrated the ability of this model to explain their and previous experimental results, this model serves the foundation for the model we present in the next section. However, unlike people, this model fails Criteria 5–7: It is unable to learn transformation-invariant features (e.g., it learns a different feature each time a part occurs in a different part of the visual image), can only use categorization information in an ad hoc manner, and is insensitive to the order that objects are presented. In the rest of the article, we formulate a computational framework that includes this model and allows us to develop novel models that overcome these challenges.

Summary

Due to the importance of features in psychological theories, there have been a number of computational proposals for how people infer feature representations. These proposals vary in a number of ways, from fixed to flexible feature representations, connectionist to Bayesian models, and having origins in psychology or machine learning. Although many of the models capture interesting psychological phenomena, none of the previous models capture all of the previously discussed criteria. In the remainder of the article, we develop a computational framework capable of capturing these criteria.

A Nonparametric Bayesian Framework for Inferring Flexible Feature Representations

In this section, we describe a rational analysis of how features should be inferred to represent a set of objects (Anderson, 1990; Oaksford & Chater, 1998). A rational analysis compares the behavior produced by a cognitive process to the ideal solution of the underlying computational problem. It is at the abstract computational level (Marr, 1982), which focuses on the optimal solution to the mathematical problem of inferring context-sensitive feature representations. This constrains the algorithmic level or the cognitive processes people might be using to infer feature representations, which we explore in more depth later in the article.

To perform the rational analysis, we present a computational framework for solving the problem of context-sensitive inference of feature representations using nonparametric Bayesian models. We first review previous models defined within this framework by Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) that satisfied some of the criteria, and then go beyond this previous work by defining a set of new models that can address the remaining criteria.

Problem Formalization

Our computational problem is as follows: find a feature representation for a given set of objects satisfying the criteria outlined above. The set of objects are grouped into a matrix \( X \), whose \( N \) rows contain each object and \( D \) columns contain their observable properties. Although our framework is agnostic to the specific modality (it has been applied to auditory inputs and extended to multisensory data; Yildirim & Jacobs, 2012), for the purpose of this article, the observable properties of each object \( x \) (a row of the matrix) are an array of pixels representing the intensity of light reflected onto the retina. The two-dimensional array is converted into a one-dimensional vector of size \( D \). In this article, we further simplify the input to assume that each pixel is binary, though it is simple to use other types of observable properties (e.g., grayscale images; Austerweil & Griffiths, 2011).

One way to view this problem mathematically is as a problem of matrix factorization (Austerweil & Griffiths, 2011). Tentatively, let us assume that we know the number of features is \( K \) (we will relax this assumption later). As illustrated in Figure 1, the goal of a feature learning model is to reconstruct \( X \) as the product of two matrices: (a) a \( N \times K \) binary feature ownership matrix \( Z \), where \( \gamma_n = 1 \) if object \( n \) has feature \( k \), and (b) \( K \times D \) feature “image” matrix \( Y \) that encodes how each feature gets instantiated in an object (e.g., if a feature of a mug was its handle, the corresponding \( y \) would be the handle’s image.). Informally, this amounts to recreating each observed object \( x \) by superimposing the images \( y \) of the features it has (given by its feature ownership vector \( z \)). In this view, the model is solving the matrix equation \( X = ZY \) for two unknown variables, the matrices \( Z \) and \( Y \) given only one variable, the matrix \( X \). Thus, the solution is underconstrained (it is analogous to solving a linear regression equation for the predictors and their weights simultaneously), meaning that additional information is necessary to solve for \( Z \) and \( Y \).

The solution to this problem is given by Bayesian inference (Geisler, 2003; Griffiths, Kemp, & Tenenbaum, 2008). Here the observed set of objects is our data, and the matrices \( Z \) and \( Y \) form our hypothesis. So, applying Bayes’ rule gives us the following solution:

\[
P(Z, Y | X) \propto P(X | Z, Y)P(Z)P(Y).
\]

Thus, we have decomposed our original problem into three sub-problems: find feature ownership and image matrices \( Z \) and \( Y \) such that they reconstruct the observed set of objects \( X \) well (designated by the “likelihood” \( P(X | Z, Y) \)), and capture our prior expectations as to what makes a good feature ownership matrix \( P(Z) \) and a good feature image matrix \( P(Y) \). This is our proposed computational framework. A model in the computational framework is specified by how these three components are defined (as well as the method of inference).

---

8 This is just for mathematical convenience. No information is lost, and it can be converted back to a two-dimensional array if necessary.
An Initial Model

To relax the assumption that we know the number of features a priori, we use a nonparametric Bayesian model as our prior probability distribution on $Z$. Nonparametric Bayesian models infer probability distributions that are potentially infinitely complex (in that the number of parameters required by a nonparametric Bayesian model to infer a distribution is infinite) but prefer simpler probability distributions (Jordan, 2010). Intuitively, the result is that the model infers the minimal amount of structure necessary to represent the observed data because the model trades off encoding the observed data with a bias toward simplicity.

In our particular case, the most common nonparametric Bayesian model for $Z$, a matrix with a finite number of rows (the objects) and an infinite number of columns (the $K$ features), is the Indian buffet process (IBP; Griffiths & Ghahramani, 2005, 2011). It generates matrices with an infinite number of columns, but only a finite, random, number of them have at least one nonzero element.$^9$ As features are only part of a feature representation for a set of objects when they are actually used by at least one object, the infinite columns containing all zeros have no consequence. Thus, using this process, we can relax the assumption of knowing the number of features a priori and infer the number of features needed to represent the observed set of objects.

An Initial Model

On the basis of our analysis above, we define a model in the computational framework by specifying three probability distributions: the likelihood $P(X \mid Z, Y)$, the prior on feature ownership matrices $P(Z)$, and the prior on feature images $P(Y)$. Once these three probability distributions are defined, we can adapt approximation techniques from machine learning to infer feature representations for a given set of objects (which we discuss further in Appendices A and F, and the Capturing Incremental Feature Learning section). As we discuss later in this article, how these three components are defined, what sorts of other data are incorporated with them (e.g., categories), and the approximation method used to infer the feature representations determine the behavior of the feature learning model. We begin by first explaining in depth the prior on feature ownership matrices and then provide an example of the simplest possible model in this framework, the initial model introduced by Austerweil and Griffiths (2011), and evaluate it against our criteria.

Feature ownership matrices are binary matrices, and so (supposing again that the number of features is known a priori) one simple method for defining a probability distribution on them is to flip a coin for each entry, putting a 1 in that entry for “heads” and 0 for “tails.” One issue with this simple model is that all features have the same probability of being in an object. This is easily remedied by using a different “coin” for each column $k$, where the probability of heads for the coin used in column $k$ is a parameter $\pi_k$. With this probability model for binary matrices, we can relax the assumption of knowing the number of features a priori. If we simultaneously increase the number of columns $K$ to infinity and decrease the probability of a feature being in an object $\pi_k$ to 0 at corresponding rates, the result is a probability model that only generates matrices with a finite number of columns having at least one nonzero element and an infinite number of columns containing all zeros. This is because for there to be “nice” limiting behavior as $K$ increases, the probability of heads has to approach so close to 0 that the probability of there being a 1 in all future columns approaches 0 (i.e., at some point, the infinite “remaining features” will not be in any object).

The probability model resulting from this limiting construction is equivalent to an implicit probability distribution on binary matrices given by a sequential culinary metaphor, where objects (or rows) are “customers” and features (or columns) are “dishes” in an Indian buffet. Imagine an Indian buffet where the dishes are arranged sequentially (in order of the first customer that took a dish). Customers enter the Indian buffet one at a time, and we record in a matrix the dishes that they take according to the following set of rules. The first customer samples a number of dishes that is drawn from a Poisson distribution with parameter $\alpha$.

Each successive customer $i$ takes a dish with probability $m_k / i$, where $m_k$ is the number of people who previously sampled dish $k$, and

$^9$ More precisely, a matrix generated by the IBP has a finite number of columns with at least one nonzero element with probability 1. However, this is a mathematical technicality with no consequence for our purposes.
then sample Poisson new dishes with parameter \( \frac{\alpha}{i} \) (where dividing by \( i \) captures the intuition that as more customers enter the restaurant, it should be less likely that a new dish is sampled). The number of previous customers who have sampled the dish, \( m_{ij} \), is normalized by the “arbitrary” customer index \( i \) because \( i - 1 \) is the number of previous customers who could have taken the dish (and the denominator is one larger due to our uniform prior beliefs over the probability that a customer takes the feature). This encodes the intuition that features that have been sampled by a large number of the previous customers are more likely to be sampled by new customers. The recorded matrix has the same probability under the intuition that features that have been sampled by a large number of previous customers are more likely to be sampled by new customers. The recorded matrix has the same probability under the intuition that features that have been sampled by a large number of previous customers are more likely to be sampled by new customers.

Figure 2 illustrates how the culinary metaphor works for an example with three customers. The circles in Figure 2A denote dishes, the numbers around each dish denote the customers taking that dish, and the image above each dish is the observable consequence associated with taking that dish (we will explain how these are generated shortly). The culinary metaphor generates a corresponding feature ownership matrix \( Z \), which is shown in Figure 2B. The observable consequences of each feature \( Y \) are displayed in Figure 2C. Finally, Figure 2D demonstrates how each object is created by superimposing the observable consequences of the features it has.

The explicit form for the probability of the feature ownership matrix\(^{10} \) after \( N \) customers who have taken \( K_n \) dishes at least once is

\[
\exp\left(-\alpha H_0\right) \prod_{i=1}^K K_i^{-(N-m_i)!} \prod_{i=1}^K \frac{(N-m_i)!}{N!},
\]

where \( K_n \) is the number of features with “history” \( h \) (the history is the natural number equivalent to the column of the feature interpreted as a binary number), \( K \) is the number of columns with at least one nonzero entry (number of “used” features), and \( H_0 \) is the \( N \)th harmonic number (\( H_i = \sum_{j=1}^i \frac{1}{j} \)). For example, the history for the second feature in Figure 2B is 3 (\( 1, 1, 0 \), \( 2^a + 2^b \), \( 2^a + 2^b \)). Note \( K_{ij} \) is 1 unless more than one feature has history \( h \). We refer the reader to Griffiths and Ghahramani (2011) for the full derivation details and instead provide intuitions for the relationship between the culinary metaphor and Equation 2. The term \( \exp\left(-\alpha H_0\right) \alpha^{K+} \) is due to the sampling of new dishes (compare it to the form of a sum of Poisson distributed random variables), the term \( \prod_{i=1}^K \frac{(N-m_i)!}{N!} \) encodes the probability customers chose previously sampled dishes, and \( \frac{1}{\prod_{i=1}^K K_i!} \) is a normalization constant that accounts for dishes that are “equivalent” to the IBP (i.e., customers who made the same decisions for two or more dishes).

To define the likelihood, \( P(X|Z,Y) \), we form our observation matrix \( X \) that consists of the values of \( D \) observable binary properties (e.g., pixels in an image) for \( N \) objects (\( X = [x^1, \ldots , x^N] \), where \( x^i, \in \{0, 1\}^D \)). The likelihood compares the reconstructed object using the inferred feature representation \( (Z, Y) \) to the observed set of objects. For simplicity, the observable properties in this article will always be binary pixels of an image (though “concept primitives” and grayscale pixels were used in Austerweil & Griffiths, 2011). Each element of \( (ZY)_{n,d} \) encodes the number of object \( n \)'s features whose image has pixel \( d \) on (has the value 1). As \( (ZY)_{n,d} \) increases, so should the probability that \( x_{nd} = 1 \). Thus, the appropriate likelihood for our purposes is the noisy-OR distribution (Pearl, 1988; Wood, Griffiths, & Ghahramani, 2006), which seems to capture the assumptions people have for how an observed effect is produced by multiple hidden causes (Cheng, 1997; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005). The total number of features that can turn on pixel \( d \) in object \( n \) is given by the inner product of the feature assignment vector for the object \( z_n \), with the column vector \( y_{nd} \) which indicates whether or not pixel \( d \) is in the different feature images. Assuming each pixel is generated independently, the probability that a pixel is on is

\[
P(x_{nd} = 1 | Z, Y, \lambda, \epsilon) = 1 - (1 - \lambda)^{y_{nd}}(1 - \epsilon),
\]

where \( \epsilon \) is the probability a pixel is turned on by chance and \( \lambda \) is the efficacy of a feature (the probability a feature with the pixel on in its image turns on the pixel in its object). One interpretation of Equation 3 is that it assumes each pixel is off a priori, but each feature that object \( n \) has with pixel \( d \) on turns the pixel on with probability \( \lambda \) and it is on by chance with probability \( \epsilon \).

The last portion of the model to specify is the prior on feature images \( Y \). This is where domain-specific expectations (e.g., perceptual biases such as good continuation) can be included into our framework. However, for most of our simulations, a simple “knowledge-less” prior on feature images suffices, where each pixel is on with probability \( \phi \) independent of the other pixels in the image. Formally, this is a Bernoulli prior on each pixel with parameter \( \phi \) specifying the probability the pixel is on or \( P(Y) = \prod_{d} \phi^{y_{nd}}(1 - \phi)^{1-y_{nd}} \). This prior distribution on \( Y \) in the model ignores spatial factors. However, Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) showed that it is a useful starting assumption, and that a proximity bias can be used to improve the psychological plausibility of the inferred feature images (although the learned feature ownership matrices were unchanged).

Evaluating Nonparametric Bayesian Models Against the Criteria

We will now argue that the first two criteria are satisfied by the framework itself, as a result of the problem formulation and solving it using methods from nonparametric Bayesian statistics. Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) considered models defined by the IBP as its feature ownership prior and either the knowledge-less or proximity bias feature image prior. We claim that these models satisfy Criteria 1–4, but not the other three criteria. This motivates us to develop models that satisfy the challenges posed by the remaining criteria.

We now evaluate how well the proposed computational framework satisfies the criteria. Criterion 1 (sensory primitives) is satisfied by using the IBP as our prior on the feature ownership matrix. This is because it identifies a feature image with each dish, which is inferred from the observable properties of the corresponding objects of the customers that took the dish. Through the limiting construction of the IBP, Criterion 2 (unlimited features) is satisfied

\(^{10}\)Technically, this is the probability of all matrices equivalent to \( Z \) in the sense that they contain the same set of column vectors (i.e., ignoring any differences due to the order of the columns).
as the number of features approaches infinity.\footnote{11} Although an infinite number of possible features might seem at first alarming and mystifying, for any finite set of objects, only feature representations with a finite number of features have nonnegligible probability. The IBP penalizes each feature that is actually used (it is assigned to at least one object). There are two ways that additional features are penalized by the IBP. The first way is from the third term in Equation 2, as it is the product of probabilities (for each feature, there is an additional $\frac{(N - m_l)!}{N!} \frac{1}{(m_k - 1)!}$ term, which is less than 1), and so each additional feature decreases the probability of the feature ownership matrix. Second, if $\alpha$ is set such that $\alpha/N < 1$, then the IBP implements a bias toward using fewer features, as there is a $(\alpha/N)^k$ term, which decreases as the number of features increases. Thus, it encodes a simplicity bias, capturing an important aspect of human perception and cognition (Chater & Vitányi, 2003; Hochberg & McAlister, 1953; Lombrozo, 2007), and hence it also satisfies an aspect of Criterion 4 (prior expectations).

The latent states (features) generated by the IBP are independent a priori (unlike the Chinese restaurant process [CRP]; Anderson, 1990; Griffiths, Sanborn, Canini, Navarro, & Tenenbaum, 2011; Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2010). However, both the feature ownership matrix and feature images inferred by the model are dependent given the observable properties of a set of objects (through the likelihood function). Thus, the features are dependent under the IBP a posteriori (i.e., with the information provided by observing the objects). The current feature ownership matrix is used to infer feature images directly from the raw sensory data. Based on the other objects presented with an object, the feature images or feature ownership matrix could be different. For example, when the image in Figure 3A is presented in the context of Figure 3B, the IBP model represents it with a single feature shown in Figure 3D, which is the object itself. Conversely, when the image in Figure 3A is presented in the context of Figure 3C, the IBP model represents it with the three features shown in Figure 3E, which are three of the six parts used to generate the whole set of objects. As the model infers different features for an object appropriate for its context (the set of other presented objects), it satisfies Criterion 3 (context sensitivity). Furthermore, on the basis of the patterns of generalization behavior across several experiments, Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) suggested that this model infers context-sensitive representations in a similar manner to people.

Having shown that the first three criteria are satisfied by the model, we now consider how prior expectations are encoded in the model (Criterion 4: prior expectations). From our previous discussion, we have already established that one type of expectation (simplicity) is encoded by the Bayesian model. We now turn to
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\caption{An illustration of the relation between the culinary metaphor, the Indian buffet process (IBP), and the model. (A) The culinary metaphor for the IBP. The numbers are customers (objects), and the circles are dishes (features). A number adjacent to a table represents its corresponding object taking that feature. A feature image is generated for each dish, which appears above the circle for each dish. (B) The equivalent feature ownership matrix represented by the culinary metaphor above. (C) The feature images generated from the feature image prior for each feature. (D) The reconstructed objects using $Z$ and $Y$ defined in Figures 2B and 2C, respectively.}
\end{figure}
how to include domain-specific knowledge and category information, satisfying the other portions of Criterion 4. One way to include domain-specific knowledge is to encode it in the feature image prior. For example, Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) showed that the initial model did not infer contiguous features (which was shown by Goldstone, 2000, to be a human perceptual bias in feature learning). When this model is given the images in Figure 4A (Set 1a from Experiment 1 of Shiffrin & Lightfoot, 1997), it infers features with “speckled holes” when the independent feature image prior is used (see Figure 4B). To address this issue, they defined a feature image prior \( P(Y) \) to favor adjacent pixels to share the same value (called the Ising model; Geman & Geman, 1984). When the Ising model is used as the feature image prior, the resulting model infers more psychologically valid features that are contiguous (see Figure 4C). As both conceptual and perceptual biases can be incorporated in the model, it satisfies the Criterion 4.

Although models defined by Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) satisfy the first four criteria, they do not satisfy the last three criteria. These are the simplest models that can be constructed from the proposed framework, suggesting that other models in the framework should satisfy these first four criteria. In the remainder of the article, we develop new models in the proposed framework that satisfy the other three criteria (transformation invariance, category sensitivity, and incremental learning). We first demonstrate how to learn transformation-invariant features and incorporate various expectations about how the transformations of different features are related (Criterion 5). Then we explore how to account for the effect of categorization on the learned features (Criterion 6). Afterward, we tackle one issue with models in the computational framework, which is that the probability distribution over feature representations is order invariant, meaning they infer the same features regardless of the order that objects are presented. This is not consistent with Criterion 7 (incremental learning), as there are reported effects of the order of object presentation on the features learned by people (Schyns & Rodet, 1997). We address this issue by formulating a rational process model for feature learning (in the spirit of Sanborn et al., 2010). This model is an incremental form of the transformation-invariant model and appropriately infers different features depending on the order that objects are presented.

**Spicing It Up: Inferring Transformation-Invariant Features**

We now address how to learn features that are invariant over a set of transformations (Criterion 5: transformation invariance). In
our environment, stimuli do not occur identically every time they appear in our raw sensory data. For example, imagine that on your desk, next to your computer, is your coffee mug. The position of the image of the coffee mug on your retina varies whenever your eye saccades. Or if you move your head toward the coffee mug while fixating on it, the coffee mug’s image on your retina changes as well. Although your retinal image changes in each of these cases, objects and their properties in the environment do not change (they are invariant).

Fortunately the retinal image varies according to predictable rules or transformations. When your eye moves to the left, the retinal image before the saccade is the same as the retinal image after the saccade after each point is shifted to the right by some amount (see Figure 5 for a possible set of psychologically relevant transformations). Additionally, imagine that you move closer to the coffee mug. When you move closer, the mug’s image scales to be larger, but otherwise it is the same. In both of these cases, given the original image and knowledge of the transformation, the resulting image is perfectly predictable. Thus, we can tell objects are equivalent when we rotate our heads even though the retinal image has been rotated (Rock, 1973), or when we navigate the world and the image of objects is translated and scaled in different ways (Palmer, 1983). In other words, people are able to use transformation-invariant features, and a computational model of human feature learning should be able to learn them too (Criterion 5).

Defining a Model That Includes Transformations

Although we have shown that the initial model is very successful at explaining human feature learning when those features occur identically on every presentation, features frequently occur differently in our sensory inputs across presentations. This presents a challenge for the usefulness of the initial models because they cannot learn features that occur differently across appearances. Currently, every transformed occurrence of a feature would be treated as a distinct and unique feature even though they are really the same feature after taking into account a simple transformation. Thus, the previously discussed models are not sufficient to explain human feature learning.

The images of objects and features change, but in predictable ways. So, if we include the possibility of features being transformed into the IBP model, we could learn features that are invariant to transformations in appearance. We will now demonstrate that this can be done by adding an extra step to the culinary metaphor for the IBP discussed above.

The additional step to the culinary metaphor is as follows: When a customer takes a dish (a feature is used by an object), she “spices” the dish (transforms the feature image) according to a set of spices available by the restaurant to every customer to put on every dish. The spice, or transformation, is not observed, but is drawn from a distribution over a predefined set (e.g., all possible translations, rotations, etc.), and so it must be inferred based on the data as well. It is a function whose input is a feature image and output is a new feature image. To calculate the likelihood, each feature image is transformed according to its sampled transformation. Then those transformed feature images are superimposed and used in the same way to reconstruct the observable properties of the objects via the inferred feature representation and to determine its likelihood. Otherwise, the model is essentially the same.

Figure 6 illustrates an example feature representation generated by the extended culinary metaphor, where we have defined the set of possible transformations to be right translations.12 As before, Figures 6A–6C show how customers enter the restaurant drawing dishes, resulting in a corresponding feature ownership matrix, and associate feature images with each dish. Unlike the initial model, the extended model draws a transformation for every object and feature (even if the object does not use the feature) as shown in Figure 6D. This results in the reconstructed objects shown in Figure 6E.

This new process is called the transformed IBP (tIBP; see Appendix B for more technical details). Although the model knows what transformations are possible a priori, what the features are and how the features are transformed in each object are not known a priori. In other words, the model learns both a set of features and for each object how the learned features are transformed. By including the different transformations hypothesized by psychologists (like those in Figure 5), the tIBP can overcome the limitations of the IBP and, like people, learn features that are invariant over transformations typical of our environment.

By including some of the transformation types in Figure 5, the tIBP is able to learn transformation-invariant features, predict novel contextual effects, and explore assumptions that the perceptual system makes about the structure of transformations in a set of objects. First, we demonstrate the difference in the features learned by the IBP and the tIBP in a classic machine learning task: learning features from images containing horizontal and vertical bars in random locations (Ghahramani, 1995; Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985; Spratling, 2006). Next, we model results from Fiser and Aslin (2001, 2005), showing that people learn spatially invariant features (Fiser & Aslin, 2001) using the tIBP. Afterward, we test a novel

---

12 Imagine the image to be a torus, so if an image is shifted past the size of a dimension, it wraps back to the beginning of the dimension.
context effect that is predicted by our model in a behavioral experiment.

We then explore how the perceptual system assumes that the transformations of features in the set of objects are dependent. Previous results by Smith (2005) suggest that people generalize the direction of one type of transformation (translation) to another type of transformation (scaling). Additionally, we demonstrate that people and the tIBP learn which types of transformations are allowed from the observed set of objects. In both cases, the model explains human behavior as a prior assumption about how feature transformations are dependent.

**Models Learning Invariant Versus “Variant” Features**

A classic problem in machine learning is learning features from images composed of horizontal and vertical lines in random locations (Ghahramani, 1995; Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985; Spratling, 2006). For example, Ghahramani (1995) applied his model, which reconstructs a separate feature for the horizontal and vertical lines in each position. Though this is a good solution, it is not ideal. Ideally, a horizontal line and a vertical line should be inferred as features. With these features, the model will be able to generalize

---

**Figure 6.** An illustration of the relation between the culinary metaphor, the transformed Indian buffet process (tIBP), and the model. Note that the only difference between this and the illustration of the Indian buffet process is the “spice” (transformation) that each customer (object) draws each time she takes a dish (feature). (A) The culinary metaphor for the tIBP process. The numbers are customers and the circles are dishes. A number adjacent to a table represents its corresponding object taking that feature. A feature image is generated for each dish, which appears above the circle for each dish. (B) The equivalent feature ownership matrix represented by the culinary metaphor above. (C) The feature images generated from the feature image prior for each feature. (D) The transformations drawn (uniformly over a set of translations to the right) for each customer for each dish. The number corresponds to how many pixels the feature image (above the transformation) is shifted to the right when it appears in a reconstructed object (its row number). Note that although every object–feature pair gets a transformation, the transformation only has a consequence when the object has that feature. (E) The reconstructed objects using \( Z, Y, \) and \( R = [r'_1, r'_2, r'_3] \) defined in Figures 6B and 6C, respectively.
to images containing horizontal and vertical lines in novel locations. Figures 7A and 7B show the feature representations inferred by the tIBP and IBP, respectively, when given 100 images composed of a vertical bar and a horizontal bar each occurring in the image with probability .8 in a position drawn uniformly at random over the image. Not surprisingly (since the IBP assumes features occur identically in every image), the IBP model infers a feature for different positions of the lines (similar to the solution of Ghahramani, 1995) and some of the objects themselves. The tIBP model infers a horizontal bar and a vertical bar that occur in different positions—a better solution.

Learning Spatially Invariant Features

People form representations of objects, even when the objects’ observable properties occur in different locations. To see whether statistical learning could be a potential mechanism for how people learn higher order visual representations, Fiser and Aslin (2001, 2005) investigated whether people learn different types of base units of scenes from merely observing them. In this section, we first describe their methodology, then go through a number of their studies and demonstrate how the tIBP similarly infers appropriately sized units from observing the pixel images of the scenes. Our evaluation of the tIBP in this section is qualitative, as our goal is to illustrate how the same framework constructs similar spatially invariant representations, and makes similar predictions as people from observations.

To test how people learn representational units from observing scenes, Fiser and Aslin (2001, 2005) defined a repository of 12 parts, similar to those shown in Figure 8A. First, they defined a set of “base units,” which were subsets of parts from the repository that always co-occurred together in a particular spatial arrangement. Then they showed participants a set of scenes that were generated by including some number of the base units in random locations. For example, in the first two experiments of Fiser and Aslin (2001), they showed participants scenes that were composed of three base units out of a set of six possible base units. The base units were composed of two parts from the repository that always co-occurred together in a particular spatial arrangement. They called these “base pairs” which is a special type of base unit (see Figure 8B for an example set of six base pairs and Figure 8C for an example scene). After participants observed the set of scenes, they were asked to choose which of two scenes was more familiar to the previously observed scenes: a scene that contained a single base pair in a novel location (unobserved images) or a scene containing a set of parts that occurred together in the observed location (a part of an observed image) but was not a base pair. For the aforementioned example, after observing 144 randomly generated scenes, participants judged base pairs in novel locations (an unobserved image) as more familiar than a pair of parts that “accidentally” occurred together (but was not a base pair) in a previously observed location. As the base pairs in novel locations had higher familiarity than parts of previously observed images, Fiser and Aslin suggested that participants learned the base pairs as translation-invariant units (or features) from passively viewing scenes in their experiments.

We now illustrate that a model using the tIBP infers the base pairs as translation-invariant features and makes similar familiarity judgments as participants did in Fiser and Aslin (2001). We did not use the exact images as Fiser and Aslin did because they were too large (1200 × 900 pixels), and simply reducing their resolution to a tractable size rendered the parts indistinguishable. Therefore, we preserved the same statistical structure by recoding each part to be 3 × 3 pixels, and then formed the same configurations that they used in their images. This resulted in scenes that were 15 × 15 pixels (we embedded the 3 × 3 grid in a 5 × 5 grid for consistency in modeling their later experiments). Figure 8B shows the parts grouped into their base pairs, and Figure 8C shows an example scene generated from these parts, one of the 144 scenes that the model observed, and the model infers the base pairs as features given the 144 scenes (see Appendix B for details). Not only does the model reconstruct the base pairs that were used to generate the images, but because it uses the tIBP, it also learns that the base pairs can occur in any location. We next compared the model’s solution with people’s familiarity judgments from Fiser and Aslin and found the same pattern. Given the feature representation inferred from observing the 144 scenes (the six base pairs), the probability of observing a base pair in a new location (a novel scene) was much larger than observing two parts that occurred.

Figure 7. Comparing the features learned by two models defined within our computational framework. The features learned by the transformed Indian buffet process (tIBP; A) and Indian buffet process (IBP; B) given images containing a vertical and horizontal bar that randomly occur in random positions. Note that the tIBP is able to learn a vertical and horizontal bar that randomly occur in random positions. Note that the tIBP must create a different feature each time it observes a bar in a novel position.
This was true for all six base pairs.

To investigate how robustly people can learn higher order visual representations using statistical learning, Fiser and Aslin (2001, 2005) used a similar experimental paradigm while (a) varying the type of statistics given to participants, (b) varying the number of parts in each base unit, and (c) using base units with different numbers of parts within the same experiment. By generating scenes that had both rare and more frequent base units, Fiser and Aslin (2001), in Experiment 3, equated the joint probability of the two parts in a rare base unit with a part in the rare base unit and a part from a frequent base unit. The base units were the same base pairs as used in Experiment 1 of Fiser and Aslin. Although the joint probabilities were equal, the parts of the rare base pair had a higher conditional probability (because parts within the same base pairs always co-occur) than a part of the frequent base pair with the part of the rare base pair. Participants observed over 200 scenes generated by combining three out of the six base pairs such that it equated the joint probability of some of the parts in different base pairs, by making some base pairs more probable than others. After observing these scenes, the participants judged the true base pairs to be more familiar than two parts from different base pairs, despite both options having the same joint probability. This suggests that the participants used conditional probabilities rather than joint probabilities to form units.

Does the tIBP model similarly form units using conditional probabilities rather than joint probabilities? To evaluate whether the tIBP model forms units based on conditional or joint probabilities, we gave the tIBP model the same scenes that participants observed.

The probability of new images given a feature representation inferred from a set of images is straightforward to calculate. See Appendices A and B for details.
observed in Experiment 3 of Fiser and Aslin (2001), downsized in the same manner as before, and found that it infers the six base pairs used to generate the scenes. Furthermore, conditioned on the features inferred by the tIBP model given the training scenes, the probability of the true base pairs was much larger than the nonbase pairs with equated joint probability. Thus, like people, the tIBP model forms units using conditional probabilities rather than joint probabilities.

To test whether people can learn triplet base units (base units composed of three parts), Fiser and Aslin (2005), in Experiment 1, had participants observe scenes containing “diagonal” and “arrow” triplet base units in random locations (as shown in Figure 8D), under the constraint that the base units were intertwined (as shown in Figure 8E). Participants preferred base triplets to a triplet of parts in a spatial configuration that never occurred during the training phase, but did not prefer a scene containing a pair embedded within a base triplet to a pair of parts that were never adjacent during the training phase. Thus, the participants represented the triplets using a single unit, but did not explicitly represent the pairs of parts embedded within the triplets.

Does the tIBP model infer base triplets from the same scenes participants observed in Experiment 1 of Fiser and Aslin (2005) and find base triplets more familiar than three parts in a novel configuration, but not find pairs embedded within a base triplet more familiar than a pair of parts that never were adjacent during training? To answer this question, we gave the tIBP model the same scenes that participants observed in Experiment 1 of Fiser and Aslin, downsized in the same manner as before, and found that it inferred the four triplet base units that were used to generate the scenes. So, conditioned on the features inferred by the tIBP model given the training scenes, the probability of true base triplets was larger than the fake base triplets (three parts in a configuration that never occurred during training). Next, we compared the conditional probability of embedded pairs to the probability of fake pairs (pairs never observed to be adjacent during training) and found that the ratio of the probability of an embedded pair to its fake pair comparison to be much lower than the ratio of the probability of a base triplet to the probability of a fake triplet. Thus, similar to the participants in Experiment 1 of Fiser and Aslin, the tIBP model infers triplets but does not infer pairs of parts embedded within the triplets as features.

Finally, Experiment 4 of Fiser and Aslin (2005) demonstrated that people could learn base units of different sizes simultaneously. In this experiment, participants observed scenes containing a base quadruple and base pair (base units and an example scene are shown in Figures 8F and 8G, respectively). After training, participants preferred the base quadruples to random arrangements of four parts, and they preferred the base pairs, but not embedded pairs (two adjacent parts within a quadruple), to two parts that were not observed to be adjacent to each other during training. Does the tIBP construct base quadruples and base pairs from the scenes that participants observed in Experiment 4 of Fiser and Aslin? To investigate this question, we gave the tIBP the same scenes that participants observed, downsized in the same manner as before, and found that it inferred the two base quadruples and two base pairs as features. Next, we found that it assigns a higher conditional probability to the base quadruples and pairs than to fake quadruples and pairs (four or two random parts in configurations that did not occur in the observed scenes), given the features inferred from the training scenes. Also, the ratio of the probability of an embedded pair to its fake pair comparison was found to be much lower than the ratio of the probability of a true base pair to the probability of a fake pair. Thus, the tIBP model infers spatially invariant features of different sizes (pairs and quadruples) and is sensitive in a similar manner as people. Furthermore, in both the simulations of Experiments 1 and 4 of Fiser and Aslin, the model acts in accordance with the embeddedness constraint, where subunits embedded in larger units are not explicitly represented. We refer the reader to Appendix B for a more detailed description of the simulations.

One or Two Features?

Although previous empirical work on visual statistical learning has investigated how people learn different types of visual units based on different types of covariance of parts across scenes, it has not considered the influence of coherent spatial transformation of units across scenes. This ignores the problem of recognizing spatially invariant units because it assumes this problem is already solved. Typically, spatially invariant units are given as inputs to whatever statistical learning technique is being used (e.g., Orbán et al., 2008). However, the mind does not have the luxury of nature providing it spatially invariant units in its input and, thus, should be able to form different units based on different patterns of coherent spatial transformations, even when the statistical information is the same. In this section, we explore a case where people and our model infer different representations based on coherent patterns of spatial transformations over the set of objects, even though the statistical information with respect to spatially invariant units is equivalent across conditions.

Having transformable features raises an interesting new problem: If components of an image can be mapped on to one another using one or more transformations, when should the components be perceived as different features, as opposed to different instantiations of the same feature? This problem is illustrated in Figure 9, where an object containing two vertical bars can be represented as (a) having a single feature containing two vertical bars (the unitized feature) or (b) having two features each containing a single vertical bar with its own translation (the separate features). An intuitive heuristic for solving this problem is to choose the feature representation with the smallest number of features that can adequately encode the observed objects. Figure 10 shows how this

Figure 9. Does the image have one feature containing two vertical bars or two features that are both a vertical bar? Allowing transformations introduces new ambiguities for learning features.
same object can be represented with different features, depending on the structure of the other objects in the set. In the unitized set (Figure 10A), all of the objects can be represented by the single two-bar feature, whereas the objects in the separate set (Figure 10B) require at least two single-bar features that translate independently. Although the objects in Figure 10A can be represented with two single-bar features (as in Figure 10B), that representation seems less good because it requires more features, and it would be a surprising coincidence that the two vertical bars are always the same distance if they varied independently.

The other objects expected to be in a set of objects depends on how those objects are represented. When the objects are represented by the unitized feature (a single feature consisting of two vertical bars a fixed distance apart), new objects with two vertical bars that same distance apart are expected. These objects are also consistent with separate feature representation (a feature for each vertical bar), and thus, we should expect participants in both conditions to generalize to new unitized objects. However, objects with two vertical bars at arbitrary distances apart (New Sep) can only be represented with the separate feature representation. Thus, if participants generalize object set membership to the New Sep, we can infer that they represent the objects using the separate feature representation (and if they do not, they are using the unitized feature representation).

We recruited 40 participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk (https://requester.mturk.com), which were randomly assigned to observe either the unitized or separate object set and paid $0.50 for their participation. Participants were told that they were given images that the Mars rover took while exploring a Martian cave (an adapted version of the cover story used in Experiments 1 and 2 of Austerweil & Griffiths, 2011). Unfortunately, three participants did not complete the task, and so there were 18 participants in the unitized condition and 19 participants in the separate condition. After observing the eight objects appropriate to their condition, they were asked to rate, from 0 to 6, how likely the Mars rover was to encounter nine other objects (presented in a random order) in a new portion of the Martian cave. The test images were organized into the following image types: Seen Both (an image in both the unitized and separate sets), Seen Unit (an image only in the unitized set), Seen Sep (an image only in the separate set), New Unit (an image that can be represented with either the unitized or separate feature set), and four control images, which are shown in Figure 10C.

The average participant ratings on the test images are shown in Figure 11A. The separate group generalized to the Seen Sep, t(35) = 6.40, p < .001, and New Sep images, t(35) = 5.43, p < .001, more than the unitized group, but otherwise the two groups generalized in the same manner. This supports our predictions that the separate group will use the separate feature representation, whereas the unitized group will use the unitized feature representation (even though the separate feature representation is also consistent with the objects they observed). As both groups generalized to the appropriate new test images, the participants inferred translation-invariant features.

The predictions made by the tIBP model given either the separate or unitized images are shown in Figure 11B (see Appendix B for simulation details). A form of the tIBP that learned relations about how features in the same image are transformed might produce similar results without forming a unitized feature given the unitized images. This is an intriguing idea, which may be difficult to distinguish from the formation of a unitized feature. We thank one of our anonymous reviewers for pointing this out.

Although there are multiple parameters used by the model, only the value of one of them, \( \phi \), was chosen to minimize the discrepancy between the model and human responses.

\[ 14 \text{ A form of the tIBP that learned relations about how features in the same image are transformed might produce similar results without forming a unitized feature given the unitized images. This is an intriguing idea, which may be difficult to distinguish from the formation of a unitized feature. We thank one of our anonymous reviewers for pointing this out.} \]

\[ 15 \text{ Although there are multiple parameters used by the model, only the value of one of them, } \phi, \text{ was chosen to minimize the discrepancy between the model and human responses.} \]
(2011), who did find support for participants giving a larger rating to each test object when they were encoded with a feature representation with fewer features (participants who used the objects as features tended to rate the seen tests higher than those who used the parts as features). Understanding the relationship between the number of possible features (which in turn implies more possible objects) and the degree of generalization is an interesting question for future research.

One other discrepancy between the model and participants results is the 1 Bar test image. The model incorrectly predicts that the separate group of participants should generalize the most to the 1 Bar test image, as it only has one feature and the model prefers images with fewer features. These results indicate that while inferring the appropriate representation for a set of objects, people also infer other expectations about the set of objects (e.g., the number of features per object). This is an interesting phenomenon for future research, which we discuss further in the General Discussion. Note that previous statistical learning models do not predict any differences between conditions because once the parts are coded as invariant, the conditions are effectively equivalent. So they cannot explain these results. Thus, the degree of correspondence in how the tIBP and people similarly change their representations and behavior depending on the context is impressive.

Beyond Transformation Independence: Translations Affecting Scalings

In our environment, transformations do not always occur independently of each other. For example, imagine that while you look at the computer and coffee mug on your desk, you rotate your head 45°. The retinal images of the computer and coffee mug are not transformed independently; they are both transformed by a rotation of the same amount (roughly 45°). In other words, the computer and coffee mug share the same set of coordinate axes or reference frame (Marr & Nishihara, 1978; Palmer, 1975, 1989; Rock, 1973).

Another two types of transformations that are coupled are translations and scalings of a single moving object. Imagine fixating on an object while it moves toward you. As the object translates over time toward you, its image on your retina grows (the image scales equally in both dimensions). In its simplest form, the tIBP assumes that the transformations occur independently, and thus, it would not capture how people expect the translation and scaling of the image of an object to be coupled. However, it is easy to extend it to incorporate dependencies between transformations. If we assume that the translation and scale transformations are both normally distributed with their own means, but share the same covariance matrix, then we would expect the direction of variation in one transformation to be the similar to the direction of variation in the other transformation. Thus, if we observe an object translate horizontally, but not vertically, then the model with this added assumption will expect variation in horizontal, but not vertical, scalings (and vice versa if it observes vertical translations).

Do people generalize the direction that a feature is scaled based on the direction that it is translated? In Experiment 3 of Smith (2005), participants (children around 2.5 years old) learned that a novel object was a “zup” and watched an experimenter move the object in either a horizontal or vertical direction. Additionally, participants moved the object themselves in the same direction that they observed the experimenter to move it. Then they were asked whether or not they believed each of six test objects was also a zup. The test objects were identical to the given exemplar of a zup except that H1 was horizontally elongated, H2 was even more horizontally elongated, H - was shrunk horizontally, and V1, V2, and V - were similarly transformed but on the vertical dimension. As previously discussed, if translation and scaling transformations are coupled (e.g., because the object is translating fast and so a “blur” in the same direction occurs; McCarthy, Cordeiro, & Caplovitz, 2012), then participants should be more likely to believe...
an object scaled in the same direction as the motion of a zup than in the opposite direction of the motion. Thus, participants who observed the given exemplar to move horizontally should generalize more to the horizontally elongated objects than the vertically elongated objects, and vice versa for those participants who observed the given exemplar move vertically (see Appendix C for details). This is essentially the result that Smith reported, as shown in Figure 12A.

To understand the dependency between translations and scalings within our framework, we added the extra assumption that was described above to the framework: The distribution generating translations and the distribution generating scalings share the same covariance matrix (see Appendix C for more details). As shown in Figure 12B, the model with this extra assumption is able to leverage the information learned about translations when observing scalings and generalize zup-hood in a similar manner as participants in Experiment 3 of Smith (2005). Indeed, the quantitative fit between the model predictions and human results is quite good, with a Spearman’s rank order correlation of .94 and Pearson’s product–moment correlation of .90.

Learning Which Transformations Apply

An important question, once transformational invariance is introduced, is what kinds are transformations a feature can undergo while maintaining its identity. A given transformation (e.g., rotation) may or may not be permissible, depending on the object. For example, a 45° rotated image of the digit 5 will still be recognized as a 5, but a 45° rotated image of a square takes on a new identity as a diamond (Mach, 1897/1959). Squares and diamonds do not preserve their identity when rotated, whereas other shapes do, which suggests that people learn which transformations are allowed for particular shapes and features.

This phenomenon raises the question of whether people can infer which transformations are permissible for a particular feature. We addressed this question by testing whether participants’ generalization behavior changed depending on feature transformations that were present in the observed set of objects. Using the same cover story as in the One or Two Features Experiment, we recruited two groups of 20 online participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk, presented them with either the rotation (see Figure 13A) or size set (Figure 13B), and paid $0.50 for their participation. Participants were then asked to rate (0–6 scale) how strongly five new objects appeared to belong to the observed set: Same Both (the object that is observed by both groups of participants), Same Rot (the last object of the rotation set), Same Size (the last object of the size set), New Rot, and New Size (see Figure 13C).

As expected, participants in the rotation condition generalized more to the New Rot object than those in the size condition, t(38) = 4.44, p < .001, and vice versa for the New Size object, t(38) = 5.34, p < .001. Supporting our hypothesis, people infer the appropriate set of transformations (a subset of all transformations) that features are allowed to use for a class of objects.

In its present form, the tIBP allows all transformations to be applied to all features because the transformations are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. To capture the experimental results supporting that people learn the types of transformation a feature is allowed to undergo, we relax the assumption that transformations are independent. We do this by extending the tIBP to infer the appropriate set of transformations by introducing latent variables for each feature that indicate which transformations the feature is allowed to undergo.16 Given the observed set of objects, the extended tIBP infers the set of allowed transformations, along with the transformations and appropriate feature representation (see Appendix D for more details).

This extension to the tIBP predicts the New Rot object when given the rotation set and predicts the New Size object when given the size set—effectively learning the appropriate type of invariance for a given object class. Figure 14B shows the model predictions given either horizontally or vertically moving objects.

16 Note that the model is given general scale and rotation transformations, which return scaled or rotated images when given an arbitrary image. It learns which type of transformations can be applied, but not a general scale or rotation transformation.
dictions (see Appendix D for simulation details). The model exhibits nearly the same behavior as the participants, with a Pearson’s product–moment correlation of .98 (Spearman’s rank order correlation of .88).

One interpretation of these results is that we have learned that a square is not orientation invariant because it is called a new name when rotated 45° (a diamond). This provides a novel potential explanation for why some shapes are orientation invariant and others are not: A shape is assumed to be orientation invariant unless there is reason from some observation that its identity changes when it is rotated (e.g., it is called a new name). Thus, the image of a rotated square is not a square because we have observed others call it a diamond.17

Using Categories to Infer Features

In this section we explore Criterion 6 (category diagnosticity), which is that the categorization of an object set should be able to affect the features people use to represent the objects (Pevt佐 & Goldstone, 1994; Schyns & Murphy, 1994). In Pevt佐 and Goldstone (1994), participants learned to categorize four objects, \( x_1 \sim x_4 \), as shown in Figure 15. In the horizontal condition, participants learned the “horizontal” categorization scheme, where objects \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) formed one category and objects \( x_3 \) and \( x_4 \) formed another category. Conversely, in the vertical condition, participants learned the “vertical” categorization scheme, where objects \( x_1 \) and \( x_3 \) formed one category and objects \( x_2 \) and \( x_4 \) formed another category. After participants finished the category learning phase of the experiment, they showed enhanced processing18 for the part that was diagnostic for the learned categorization scheme (specific to their condition), but there was no enhanced processing for the part that was not diagnostic for categorization. For example, participants who learned the horizontal categorization scheme showed enhanced processing for the two diagnostic parts (shown in the right of Figure 15), but not for the nondiagnostic parts (shown in the bottom of Figure 15), and vice versa for the participants in the vertical categorization scheme.

Note that participants in both conditions observed each object an equal number of times, and so the distribution of parts over images is the same for both groups of participants. As such, information about how parts are distributed over the images cannot explain why participants inferred different features (as in Austerweil & Griffiths, 2011) because the only difference between the two conditions is how the participants categorized the objects. Thus, the model used by Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) would infer the same features in both conditions, and so it must be modified so that categorization affects the features inferred by the model.

We now investigate two potential methods for incorporating category information into the feature learning framework: (a) appending the category label to the sensory information as a sort of observable property (similar to how category information is encoded by the rational categorization model; Anderson, 1990) and (b) assuming each category has its own feature representation (or IBP), but that they are coupled such that the features come from some common source (similar to how clusters are shared across categories in a hierarchical form of the rational categorization model; Griffiths et al., 2011). When the first technique is used (see Appendix E for simulation details), the model learns features to encode the diagnostic parts for the given categorization scheme, as shown in Figures 16A and 16B.19 Although the model successfully infers different features depending on the categorization scheme (satisfying Criterion 6), it can only do so when it knows the number of categories a priori. However, to infer features for a newly learned category, new bits would have to be appended to the end of every observed image. This is unsatisfying because it should be simple to add new categories to the framework without altering every observed image.

Another approach for learning features that incorporates categorization information is to have a separate feature ownership and image matrix for each category. Unfortunately, a naive approach where feature ownership and image matrices for the images of category’s objects are inferred independently does not work. Although it will infer diagnostic features to represent the images in each category, it will rarely share feature images between categories because the representations inferred to represent categories are completely independent of each other. This is undesirable because feature images tend to be shared between categories (e.g., all mammals have similar-looking legs). How do we define a model in this framework that has two feature ownership and image matrices for each category, and infers diagnostic features, but not at the expense of not sharing information between categories?

17 Note that we are not suggesting that squares and diamonds are observed from specific viewpoints more often (than, e.g., a pentagon). Nor are we suggesting that pentagons are given different labels when observed from different viewpoints, but that squares and diamonds are given different labels when observed from different viewpoints. Although we do not contend that the differences between squares and diamonds may be due to other, more perceptual factors (this may be where the difference in labeling came from in the first place), we are interested in whether people can learn which transformations apply based on how labels are applied to transformed images of the feature.

18 It was enhanced in the sense that participants were able to recognize a diagnostic part of a category in an object faster than a nondiagnostic part.

19 When we only present a single set of features for a condition, the posterior probability of the feature set is usually orders of magnitude larger than the second largest feature set a posteriori. This is true of the feature sets shown in Figures 16 and 18.
One simple idea for coupling the features inferred to represent each category’s images is to assume that they are generated from a common repository of features. In other words, the repository of feature images that are associated with each of the features of each IBP is the same. As there is an infinite number of features to represent the objects in each category, the repository of feature images should be infinite while promoting feature images to be probable to the extent that they have been previously observed. To couple the feature images between the categories, the new feature images of each category’s IBP are generated from a shared CRP (Pittman, 2002). The CRP is a commonly used nonparametric Bayesian model for categorizing data (Teh & Jordan, 2010) and seems to capture how people infer coherent clusters within categories and use that information when inferring clusters in other categories (Griffiths, Sanborn, Canini, & Navarro, 2008). Thus, it is apt for capturing how people assume feature images should be coupled between categories.

It is important to note that unlike with the IBP, the features are the customers of the CRP process that generates their images and they sit at tables, which represent their corresponding images. So, according to the CRP, customers (features) enter a restaurant with an infinite number of tables (each of which can hold an infinite number of customers) sequentially and each sits at a table, which serves a single dish (the image of features sitting at the table). When the first customer enters the restaurant, all of the tables are empty. So, she sits at the first table and orders a dish for the table. As more customers enter the restaurant, they each sit at a table according to the following rule: Assume there are $K$ tables with at least one customer and the number of customers sitting at table $k$ is $n_k$, the $i$th customer sits at table $k \leq K$ with probability $\frac{n_k}{\beta + i - 1}$ and starts a new table with probability $\frac{\beta}{\beta + i - 1}$ (and order a new dish for the table), where $\beta$ is a parameter that controls the probability of creating a new table (i.e., how likely are two features to have the same image?). Unlike in the IBP where each customer can take multiple dishes, customers in the CRP only take the one dish that is being served at their table.

In fact, this is a novel model, which we call the Indian buffet franchise (IBF), due to the analogous manner that parameters are shared across categories in a model known as the Chinese restaurant franchise (Teh, Jordan, Beal, & Blei, 2004). According to the IBF, each category has its own feature representation, and so the feature representation of category $a$ is the combination of feature ownership matrix $\mathbf{Z}^{(a)}$ and feature image matrix $\mathbf{Y}^{(a)}$. Although the feature ownership matrices are generated independent of each other from the standard IBP ($\mathbf{Z}^{(a)} \sim \text{IBP}(\alpha)$), the feature images are generated from a common source $\mathbf{Y}^{(0)}$, according to the rules of the CRP ($\mathbf{Y}^{(a)} \mid \mathbf{Y}^{(0)} \sim \text{CRP}(\beta)$). The new dishes in $\mathbf{Y}^{(0)}$ are generated from the feature image prior, which has been an independent Bernoulli prior in this article.

Figure 17 illustrates how this model infers features after observing the first two objects of each category that have been categorized according to the horizontal scheme of Pevzov and Goldstone (1994). Let $\mathbf{x}_1^{(a)}$ denote the first object in category $a$, $\mathbf{y}_1^{(0)}$, to be the first feature image of restaurant $a$ (where $a = 0$ denotes the shared CRP and $a > 0$ denotes category $a$’s IBP) and $n_k^{(a)}$ to be the number of customers who have taken dish $k$ in restaurant $a$. To start, the participant observes the first object in Category 1, $\mathbf{x}_1^{(1)}$, enters Category 1’s empty IBP and draws Poisson($\alpha$) new dishes (which happens to be two for this example). The two new dishes enter the shared CRP sequentially (in any order), which is empty to start. The first customer, $\mathbf{y}_1^{(0)}$, creates a new table and orders a feature image, $\mathbf{y}_1^{(0)}$, which is sampled from the feature image prior (the product of independent coin flips as before). This is the first dish that trickles back down to Category 1’s IBP, and so $\mathbf{y}_2^{(1)} = \mathbf{y}_1^{(0)}$, which is now served in Category 1’s IBP. Next, the second customer entering the shared CRP, $\mathbf{y}_2^{(1)}$, sits at the first table with probability $\frac{1}{1 + \beta}$ or starts a new table with probability $\frac{\beta}{1 + \beta}$. In this example, she happens to start a new table, order its dish $\mathbf{y}_2^{(0)}$, and this trickles back down to Category 1’s IBP, and so $\mathbf{y}_2^{(1)} = \mathbf{y}_2^{(0)}$. Now the participant observes the next object, which happens to be the first object of Category 2. As this is the first object of Category 2, it enters an empty IBP, and draws Poisson($\alpha$) new
dishes (which happens to be two for this example). The two new features for Category 2 become customers of the shared CRP and enter it to sample their feature images. When $y^{(2)}_1$ enters the CRP, there are two tables with one customer, and so it sits at Table 1 with probability $\frac{1}{2 + \beta}$ and Table 2 with probability $\frac{1}{2 + \beta}$, and starts a new table with probability $\frac{\beta}{2 + \beta}$. It happens to sit at the second table, and so $y^{(2)}_1 = y^{(0)}_2$. Next, the second new feature of Category 2’s IBP enters the CRP, and sits at Table 1, Table 2, or a new table with probabilities $\frac{1}{3 + \beta}$, $\frac{2}{3 + \beta}$, and $\frac{\beta}{3 + \beta}$, respectively. It happens to create a new table, orders new dish $y^{(0)}_3$ for the table, and brings it back to Category 2’s IBP (meaning that $y^{(2)}_3 = y^{(0)}_3$). This process continues as more objects are observed for each category, and Figure 17 shows the result after observing two new objects (one that is in Category 1 and another that is in Category 2). We refer the reader interested in the simulation details to Appendix E.

Figures 16C and 16D show that this model also represents each object with the same diagnostic and nondiagnostic parts as features. The features diagnostic for categorization are not shared between each category’s IBP, and so it would be easy for an object recognition process to distinguish them. This allows a simple object recognition process to account for the result reported by Pevtzow and Goldstone (1994): A recognition process that encodes features specific to each category first (or weights them higher so they are likely to be encoded faster) and then encodes features that are in both categories would show enhanced processing for category-diagnostic features. Which features are shared across the IBP of each category depends on the categorization scheme of the object set given to the model. As categorization affects the features inferred by the model, Criterion 6 is still satisfied. Additionally, this model has the added benefit that it is simple to learn features for new categories. To add a new category, a new IBP is constructed, and it shares feature images with the previous categories using the global CRP in the same manner. Unlike adding categorization bits to the observable properties of an image, the previously observed images are not affected. In future work, it would be interesting to explore whether the two methods for introducing categorization information into the framework make diverging predictions and, if so, to distinguish between them using behavioral experiments.
Capturing Incremental Feature Learning

In this section we tackle Criterion 7 (incremental learning), which states that a computational model of human feature learning should be sensitive to the order that objects are presented. A common assumption (and criticism; see, e.g., Jones & Love, 2011; Kruschke, 2006; Trueblood & Busemeyer, 2011) of Bayesian models is that the probability of a sequence of objects is exchangeable, meaning that the model assigns the same probability to any order of the objects.23 As human category and feature learning are sensitive to the order that information is presented (Anderson, 1990; Schyns & Rodet, 1997), order effects are a challenge for Bayesian models that assume exchangeability. This includes the models in our framework, which also assume exchangeability and are thus unable to produce order effects.

So far, we have focused on understanding how people infer features to represent objects from the computational level. We have not discussed the actual processes that might implement the computational solution (an algorithmic-level explanation). Inferring the features to represent objects according to a model in our computational framework is intractable (impossible to solve for explicitly), and so even machine learning methods can only find an approximate solution. Because Bayesian inference is intractable for most Bayesian models, machine learning researchers have developed many different techniques to approximate Bayesian models. Although most techniques used by machine learning researchers for approximating Bayesian inference yield the optimal solution in different manners, perhaps the order effects reported by Schyns and Rodet (1997) can be understood in our framework as a signature of the type of approximation technique used by people. This is the idea behind rational process models, which explain deviations from optimal behavior according to a Bayesian model as an artifact of using a statistically motivated approximation to a Bayesian model (Sanborn et al., 2010).

In this section, we explore two approximation techniques that have been proposed as rational process models: Gibbs sampling (Geman & Geman, 1984) and particle filtering (Gordon, Salmond, & Smith, 1993). The model predictions we have presented so far were computed with Gibbs sampling. Gibbs sampling works by starting with an initial random feature representation and then sequentially updating the feature representation by cycling through each element of the feature ownership and image matrices and resampling its value conditioned on the other values. As the number of updates goes to infinity, each update is a sample from the true posterior distribution over feature representations. Although Gibbs sampling is psychologically plausible in some situations, it requires all objects to be observed before approximation commences. Thus, it must start from scratch whenever it is given a new object, and it is not an incremental learner (Sanborn et al., 2010), which is a desirable property for an approximation technique to be psychologically valid (Anderson, 1991). Furthermore, the features learned by a Gibbs sampler are the same regardless of the object presentation order; however, people learn different features depending on the object presentation order.

23 This is a valid criticism for Bayesian models that assume that the order in which information is observed does not matter. Although this is true of many Bayesian models of cognition, this assumption is not necessary to formulate Bayesian models. In fact, it is usually made for pragmatic reasons (computational ease) and not due to a strong theoretical commitment that agents should be indifferent to the order of observing information. We thank Michael Lee for pointing this out. Additionally, this also does not mean that Bayesian models assume that objects are independent and identically distributed. Exchangeability is a weaker assumption, which is related to the common assumption that a sequence of objects is independent and identically distributed. An independent and identically distributed sequence of objects is exchangeable, but an exchangeable sequence of objects is not necessarily independent and identically distributed. For example, the probability of a sequence of objects in our computational framework is exchangeable, but it is only independent and identically distributed given the feature representation of the objects. See Bernardo and Smith (1994) for more details on the distinction between objects being exchangeable and independent and identically distributed.
A particle filter is an incremental learner and an alternative rational process model for models in our computational framework. As Sanborn et al. (2010) used a particle filter to explain order effects in categorization, it is plausible that a rational process model for the IBP can explain the feature learning order effects found by Schyns and Rodet (1997). The particle filter for models in the computational framework uses a number of “particles” for approximation, where each particle is a possible feature representation for the currently observed objects. The probability of a feature representation is given by the proportion of particles containing that feature representation. Each time a new object is given to the particle filter, the representations in each particle are updated to account for the new object. The feature representation in each particle is inferred sequentially as each object is observed using the previously inferred feature representations. Importantly, the feature representation for an object within a particle does not change once features have been inferred for it. For capturing the results of Schyns and Rodet, this property is the most important difference between the previously discussed Gibbs sampler and the particle filter: Each particle in the particle filter infers features for an object over time (if the proportion of particles with each feature representation does not change, the distribution over feature representations can change). By extending the particle filter for the IBP by Wood and Griffiths (2007) to the tIBP (the tIBP is necessary because a, b, and ab have independent translations for each object they are in), we reproduce the order effects reported by Schyns and Rodet (1997). Figures 18B and 18D show that the features inferred and predictions made by the tIBP using a Gibbs sampler (Gibbs) and a particle filter are the same as those made by participants in Schyns and Rodet’s study.

Because each particle in the particle filter only infers features for objects once, it is weakly dependent on the object presentation order (especially when only a small number of particles are used). This allows it to account for the order effects observed by Schyns and Rodet (1997). Consider the condition where participants learn AB, A, and then B. When a particle first observes the AB objects, it infers a single feature, ab, because it can encode all of the observed objects. Next, the particle encounters the A objects. As the feature it currently possesses, ab, cannot explain all of the objects in A (they do not have the b part), the particle captures the objects by inferring the a part as a feature. By an analogous argument, the particle infers the b part as a feature to explain the objects in B that it observes next. As the particle represents the AB objects with a single feature that is the conjunction of the ab parts in a particular spatial arrangement, it cannot represent the test objects that have a and b in new spatial arrangements with its ab feature. Thus, in this case, it would not extend the AB category membership to these objects.

Conversely, consider the condition where participants learn A, B, and then AB. When a particle first encounters the A and B objects, it infers two features, a and b, to represent the two categories. Next, the crucial difference between the previous condition occurs. When the particle observes the AB objects, it can represent them as containing two features, a and b. So, any object containing those two features (regardless of spatial arrangement) can be represented in the same way as the particle represents the AB objects in this case. Thus, it would represent the test objects (that have the a and b parts in a new spatial arrangement) in the same way as the AB objects and, accordingly, extend the AB category membership to these objects.

By extending the particle filter for the IBP by Wood and Griffiths (2007) to the tIBP (the tIBP is necessary because a, b, and ab have independent translations for each object they are in), we reproduce the order effects reported by Schyns and Rodet (1997). Figures 18B and 18D show that the features inferred and predictions made by the tIBP using a Gibbs sampler (Gibbs) and a particle filter are the same as those made by participants in Schyns and Rodet’s study.

Figure 17. The Indian buffet franchise after observing two objects from the two categories under the horizontal categorization scheme of Pevtzow and Goldstone (1994).
and Rodet. However, as shown in Figures 18C and 18E, the tIBP using Gibbs sampling is insensitive to the presentation order and incorrectly predicts that only \(a\) and \(b\) are learned as features and thus predicts that participants in both conditions should generalize \(AB\) to objects with \(a\) and \(b\) in a new spatial arrangement. In line with our previous discussion, the features learned by the particle filter depend on the order that objects are presented, and so it makes the same predictions as people (see Appendix F for more details). Using particle filtering to perform inference rather than Gibbs sampling results in a model that learns features incrementally, and so it satisfies Criterion 7.

General Discussion

People represent the same object differently depending on the other objects in its context. This is a challenge for many models of cognition, as they typically treat the representation of an object as an immutable property that is intrinsic to the object. In this article, we have presented a computational framework for constructing Bayesian models that infer feature representations for a set of objects. Like people, these models are context sensitive, meaning that they infer different features to represent an object depending on the other objects it is presented with.

Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the proposed computational framework can satisfy the seven criteria we established for a computational explanation of human feature learning. First, we showed that the Criterion 1 (sensory primitives) and Criterion 2 (unlimited features) are satisfied by setting up the computational problem as a problem of matrix factorization and using the IBP as our prior on the feature ownership matrix. Second, we reviewed the results of Austerweil and Griffiths (2011), who used the simplest model in the framework and showed that it infers different features for an image depending on the other images presented in its context (satisfying Criterion 3: context sensitivity). Using a result from Austerweil and Griffiths, we showed that prior expectations of simplicity (representations with fewer features are better) and proximity (adjacent pixels are likely to share the same value) can be included into the model, satisfying Criterion 4 (prior expectations).

Although we showed that previous models developed by Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) that fit in our computational framework satisfy the first four criteria, they did not satisfy the other criteria. We thus defined new models in the computational framework capable of satisfying these criteria. First, we defined a novel model, the tIBP, which inferred transformation-invariant features and incorporated prior knowledge as to how transformations are dependent on each other to explain novel and previous experimental results (satisfying Criterion 5: transformation invariance). Next, we explored two methods for including categorization information into the framework, and defined a novel process, the IBF, to properly account for previous human feature learning results (satisfying Criterion 6: category diagnosticity). Finally, we defined an incremental learner (as a method of inferring the features for the

---

Figure 18. Effects of order on feature learning. The order that categories are observed from categories affects the features inferred and generalization judgments of participants in the experiments of Schyns and Rodet (1997) and the transformed Indian buffet process (tIBP) using particle filtering (PF), but not the tIBP using Gibbs sampling (Gibbs). (A) Three parts used to construct the stimuli of Schyns and Rodet. (B–C) The features learned after observing objects from categories in the \(AB\) last order and the \(AB\) first order, respectively. (D–E) Categorizing objects with parts \(a\) and \(b\) in a new spatial arrangement as \(AB\) after observing objects from categories in the \(AB\) last order and the \(AB\) first order, respectively.
fit into classic theories of object recognition. Finally, we consider Bayesian models. Afterward, we discuss how models in our framework issue of how to interpret the representations inferred by the Bayes-

Shepard (1987), Bayesian inference solves the problem of general-

ization (which underlies many cognitive problems, such as word (and in turn, also the algorithmic- and implementational-level expla-

nations using Bayesian models, the implications of our results for perceptual object recognition theories, limitations of our approach, and future directions. The explanatory status of Bayesian models for investigating psychological representations is controversial (e.g., Jones & Love, 2011), and so we first directly address the issue of how to interpret the representations inferred by the Bayesian models. Afterward, we discuss how models in our framework fit into classic theories of object recognition. Finally, we consider limitations and directions for future research.

Marr’s Levels and the Interpretation of Representations in Bayesian Models

Trying to understand the nature of multiple explanations of the same behavioral phenomenon, Marr (1982) proposed a framework for understanding models of information processing systems at three levels of analysis: the computational level, the algorithmic level, and the implementational level. The computational level explores solutions to the problem the cognitive system is trying to solve and compares this solution to the behavior of the cognitive system. The algorithmic level explores how well an actual process solves the problem and compares the behavior of that process to how people behave. Finally, the implementational level explores how the process described at the algorithmic level is actually instantiated in the world.

The algorithmic level is also called the representational level because the objects manipulated by the hypothesized process are supposed to correspond to psychological representations. Although the representations posited at the algorithmic level are given psychological importance, the representations used at the computational level traditionally are not. This is because computational level solutions are typically used to explain why an agent well adapted to his or her environment should act in a particular way, regardless of the actual algorithm the agent uses. Our analysis of human feature learning gives psychological importance to the representations learned by our computational-level models. What justification do we have in giving psychological importance to these representations?

One cannot specify a problem or formulate a solution at the computational level without first choosing a representation for the problem. The representation chosen at the computational level affects the solution identified by the model and, thus, the behavior of an agent (and in turn, also the algorithmic- and implementational-level expla-

nations). To see this, consider the computational problem of generalization (which underlies many cognitive problems, such as word learning, categorization, and property induction). As argued by Shepard (1987), Bayesian inference solves the problem of generalization at the computational level and matches human (and animal) generalization behavior in a wide range of perceptual domains. However, the solution provided by Bayesian inference depends on how properties in the domain are represented. For example, consider generalization over two dimensions (such as circles varying in the orientation of their radius and size) where properties are assumed to be intervals of the dimensions (contiguous rectangular regions). The ideal solution depends on whether the rectangular regions are aligned with the axes or indifferent to the axes (any orientation of rectangular region is allowed).

Given an appropriate representation of how properties are distributed in a domain, the Bayesian generalization model has also been used to explain human behavior in many conceptual domains (Kemp & Tenenbaum, 2009; Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). For example, Tenenbaum (2000) found that a Bayesian model endowed with intuitive numerical concepts (such as powers of 2 and numbers between 1 and 10) predicts which other numbers people believe satisfy an unknown mathematical property given one or more numbers that satisfy the property. Importantly, the procedure for predicting generalization behavior in all of the domains (conceptual and perceptual) is the same. The only difference between the models is how hypothetical properties are represented by the model. Thus, the representation used in each particular Bayesian model has psychological importance (different representations explain the differing generalization behaviors in different domains) despite the Bayesian model being at a computational level of analysis.

These examples suggest that Bayesian models can be relevant for understanding how people infer context-sensitive feature representa-

tions. For example, consider the debate between fixed and flexible feature representations discussed earlier. As our work is a computational-level analysis, it does not provide a definitive an-
swer to the debate. This is because it cannot distinguish between the processes used to infer different features for the same object (whether people are truly learning new features or simply re-
weighting preexisting features), as both are valid cognitive pro-
cesses that might approximate the computational-level solution. However, this does not imply that the analysis leaves us where we started. We believe that our results weakly favor the feature learning interpretation. This is because people must be reweighting the features used to represent an object remarkably often to capture the changes in generalization behavior from the same object in different contexts, if the feature reweighting process is the correct process-level description. Regardless of whether our results are ultimately due to a feature learning or reweighting process, the key principles governing feature learning that we have identified through our approach establish important criteria for evaluating different algorithmic-level accounts. For example, we compared two algorithmic-level accounts, Gibbs sampling and particle filter-

ing, and found that only particle filtering could explain the ordering effects reported by Schyns and Rodet (1997). Clearly more future work is needed to investigate further how feature representations are inferred at the algorithmic level.

Despite this argument, the representations in Bayesian models may not be what many psychologists have typically thought of as psychological representations, since it is unclear whether they are being explicitly manipulated at the process level. In what sense, then, are the representations inferred by the model encoding the observed stimuli? Only further experimenting and more nuanced process-level models will allow us to explore this important ques-
tion. Regardless of the answer, the proposed computational frame-
work will be a source of useful hypotheses to test, and as a result further our understanding of how the brain and mind really con-
struct representations.
The disconnect between representations in Bayesian models and traditional process models is one source of the recent controversy about the utility of Bayesian models (Danks, 2008; Jones & Love, 2011), especially because it is always possible to create a Bayesian model that describes any pattern of human behavior, provided the behavior satisfies basic properties, such as consistency. To define Bayesian models that fit the results of experiments described in this article, we may have needed to include many additional, highly complex assumptions. Remarkably, this was not the case. Many different qualitative behaviors and principles fell out of our framework without the need for superfluous assumptions or ad hoc fixes. Although we did add different modeling components to capture different phenomena, the components were added as a natural by-product of solving different computational problems. When the computational problem changes, the result of a rational analysis changes. Each change to the computational problem that we explored brought us closer to the true problem that people solve, and thus, they were not arbitrary changes to “overfit” the rational analysis. We are not claiming that people are necessarily Bayesian when they form representations and agree that the wide range of behaviors possible to describe with all possible Bayesian models make this kind of argument hazardous. Instead, our goal has been to examine how well we can explain the representations that people form in terms of the statistical structure of the data that they observe. Using Bayesian models has allowed us to perform this analysis, as the models that we defined indicated the representations that follow from the data when combined with transparent assumptions about the quality of different hypothetical representations.

Our perspective is that the representations identified by computational models should be interpreted as those that are the most useful for determining generalization behavior in a particular situation (which can be simple line segments or more complex configurations depending on the context). This is theoretically similar to the “intermediate representations” posited by Biederman and colleagues (Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Cooper, 1991) or, to borrow a term from the categorization literature, “basic-level features” (Pomerantz, 2003). However, further work is needed to explore precisely in what way representations in Bayesian models are explanatory and how their representations relate to the representations typically posited by psychologists.

**Connection to Perceptual Theories of Object Representation**

In terms of evolutionary adaptability, one of the most important roles of perception is to identify the function of the different objects in the environment. Arguably, the most influential and agreed-upon theory is that the function of an object is inferred through its category membership (Palmer, 1999). The major debates about object representation then concern the nature of the internal representation of object categories and the processes that act on them. Three major proposals are templates, features, and structural descriptions.

Template models assume that object categories are represented by prototypical spatial images. The category with a template that has the maximum overlap with the retinal image is chosen as the currently viewed object’s category. Feature theories propose that people represent objects using a set of features. Typically, the features are invariant over different viewpoints and transformations, and so the category of an object can be identified in many situations. Structural description models build on feature models by proposing that object representations are not merely sets of the features, but contain more structured information, such as how those features relate to one another. All three proposals have strengths and weaknesses (see Palmer, 1999, for more details).

In some sense, different aspects of our model bridge the three perceptual proposals. Fundamentally, the model infers features from the raw retinal input and it forms a template of how each feature is instantiated in the image. This is inevitable because only template theories work on the retinal image and not some already prefiltered format. Because our model infers the templates from the images it observed and the templates can be transformed, the type of template model that it is most similar to is a flexible template model. However, it does not use critical points to align the templates to the observed image, and thus, it does not suffer from some of the major criticisms of template models.

On the other hand, our model also decomposes objects into multiple parts (called features), and so it is a feature model as well. This is a desirable property, as there is strong phenomenal (Hoffman & Richards, 1984; Palmer, 1977) and empirical (Biederman & Cooper, 1991; Braunstein et al., 1989; Palmer, 1977) evidence that people represent objects using features. Although our proposal does not yet include relations between features or feature hierarchies (though we are pursuing future work in this direction), we have already demonstrated how more structure can be included into our object representations (beyond just a set of features). We demonstrated how models in the framework can include structural and relational information about how features transform. This incorporates realistic prior expectations of how the features of objects are transformed into a model in our framework, and thus, our framework already has some of the characteristics of structural description representations. Thus, our framework integrates some of the strengths of three of the most popular proposals for object representation in perception.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

As feature representations for images are one of the most simple representations posited by psychologists, the presented work has several limitations and directions for future research. Although we have focused on inferring feature representations for objects given visual images, and so one might believe our approach is limited to vision, the approach should extend to inferring representations for other modalities given their raw sensory data gracefully. For example, Yildirim and Jacobs (2012) explored an interesting application of our approach to inferring representations with multimodal features. They demonstrated that a simple extension of the IBP can infer a set of features from visual and auditory sensory data. Furthermore, Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) successfully applied the same model used on images to animal concepts as well. Thus, it is clear that our approach is not limited to the visual domain, but rather, we have been using the visual images as a nice test bed for exploring more powerful models in our framework.

In the future, it would be interesting to explore how to extend our framework to incorporate prior expectations about the goodness of different feature images (Gestalt constraints such as good continuation), more detailed category information; to incorporate relations between objects and their features; and to explore what kinds of
features are learned from natural scenes. Including Gestalt constraints into our framework amounts to defining a more elaborate prior distribution on the types of feature images allowed, $P(Y)$. Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) demonstrated one method that we can use to learn more psychologically valid features: defining a prior on feature images that favors adjacent pixels to have the same value. Although this probability distribution does not fully capture human perceptual expectations, it is straightforward to improve the psychological validity of the inferred features by incorporating more complex probability distributions used in computer vision (e.g., Sudderth & Jordan, 2009).

In fact, our framework provides a natural method for evaluating different computational proposals of perceptual expectations and to investigate the precise nature of these expectations. Furthermore, the framework predicts that there should be a trade-off between inferring statistically coherent parts and parts satisfying Gestalt constraints as features.

Another future direction is to explore the sorts of features inferred by the model from natural scenes. In fact, this direction is partially motivated from a limitation of our approach. Unfortunately, learning features from natural scenes is not computationally feasible with the inference algorithms described in this article. However, there have been exciting recent developments in machine learning that improve the efficiency of feature inference for the tIBP to allow it to work on images taken from video games (e.g., Mario Bros.), surveillance cameras, and the Microsoft Kinect sensor (Hu, Zhai, Williamson, & Boyd-Graber, 2012; John, Tipaldi, Engelhard, Stachniss, & Burgard, 2013). Potentially, these new algorithms could be used to see what kinds of features are learned by the tIBP when given a database of natural scenes. If inference is improved to be able to infer features from natural scenes, we could see how the inferred representations change as the model receives more scenes and compare the changing representations in the model to developmental changes. Furthermore, using more sophisticated inference algorithms could allow us to explore another direction for future research, including compositions of transformations (e.g., features that are first scaled and then translated) and more complex transformations with higher dimensional parameterizations in the model (e.g., affine transformation). Including compositions and more complex transformations increases the number of possible transformations exponentially in the number of transformations and parameters, and so even more sophisticated inference techniques may prove to be necessary.

One last limitation of our work that motivates future work is that it only infers binary features that are subsets of observed images. Fortunately, inferring more complex representations can be addressed with recent advances in machine learning. Machine learning research has already extended the IBP to deal with relations between the observed objects (Miller, Griffiths, & Jordan, 2009), and it is likely that similar techniques could be used to incorporate relations between features (e.g., ON TOP OF). Also, dynamic features that evolve over time could be learned with a time series form of the IBP (Fox & Silverstein, 2014). Austerweil and Griffiths (2011) demonstrated one method that we can use to learn more psychologically valid features: defining a prior on feature images that favors adjacent pixels to have the same value. Although this probability distribution does not fully capture human perceptual expectations, it is straightforward to improve the psychological validity of the inferred features by incorporating more complex probability distributions used in computer vision (e.g., Sudderth & Jordan, 2009).

In fact, our framework provides a natural method for evaluating different computational proposals of perceptual expectations and to investigate the precise nature of these expectations. Furthermore, the framework predicts that there should be a trade-off between inferring statistically coherent parts and parts satisfying Gestalt constraints as features.

Another future direction is to explore the sorts of features inferred by the model from natural scenes. In fact, this direction is partially motivated from a limitation of our approach. Unfortunately, learning features from natural scenes is not computationally feasible with the inference algorithms described in this article. However, there have been exciting recent developments in machine learning that improve the efficiency of feature inference for the tIBP to allow it to work on images taken from video games (e.g., Mario Bros.), surveillance cameras, and the Microsoft Kinect sensor (Hu, Zhai, Williamson, & Boyd-Graber, 2012; John, Tipaldi, Engelhard, Stachniss, & Burgard, 2013). Potentially, these new algorithms could be used to see what kinds of features are learned by the tIBP when given a database of natural scenes. If inference is improved to be able to infer features from natural scenes, we could see how the inferred representations change as the model receives more scenes and compare the changing representations in the model to developmental changes. Furthermore, using more sophisticated inference algorithms could allow us to explore another direction for future research, including compositions of transformations (e.g., features that are first scaled and then translated) and more complex transformations with higher dimensional parameterizations in the model (e.g., affine transformation). Including compositions and more complex transformations increases the number of possible transformations exponentially in the number of transformations and parameters, and so even more sophisticated inference techniques may prove to be necessary.

One last limitation of our work that motivates future work is that it only infers binary features that are subsets of observed images. Fortunately, inferring more complex representations can be addressed with recent advances in machine learning. Machine learning research has already extended the IBP to deal with relations between the observed objects (Miller, Griffiths, & Jordan, 2009), and it is likely that similar techniques could be used to incorporate relations between features (e.g., ON TOP OF). Also, dynamic features that evolve over time could be learned with a time series form of the IBP (Fox, Sudderth, Jordan, & Willsky, 2009; Williamson, Orbanz, & Ghahramani, 2010). Other, more complex features, such as qualitative features (e.g., dashed or dotted lines), may be more difficult to capture using these methods. The most obvious method for developing a model in our framework that can infer more qualitative features would be to use the tIBP where the transformations are defined to relate feature images to each possible quality. For example, if there were image transformations that converted solid contours or regions into different textures, including those in the tIBP would allow it to infer a feature that can be “solid,” “dashed,” or “dotted.” Although this demonstrates the potential of handling qualitative features with the framework, we agree that fleshing out the details is nontrivial, and we do not know of an obvious technique that can be adopted from machine learning to address this limitation. Finally, we are interested in learning features that can occur more than once in an image (where each instantiation has its own transformation parameter). For example, the two vertical bar features in the separate feature representation are treated as completely different features, rather than two instances of the same feature with different transformations. This could be accomplished by extending the IBP in the same vein as the Poisson-gamma model, an extension of the IBP where there can be multiple instances of a feature in the same object (Titsias, 2008). It is plausible that a simple extension to this model could allow the IBP to learn the expected number of times a feature should be instantiated in an object and, therefore, be able to learn that there should be two features per object given the separate test objects.

Conclusions

Our capability to form complex representations of our environment and adapt the representations to changes in our environment enables us to navigate and manipulate our environment successfully. As the best artificial systems for solving most cognitive problems still pale in comparison to human ability, our success remains a puzzle. In this article, we explored a computational framework, based on nonparametric Bayesian statistics, that flexibly constructs representations to explain its observations depending on their context. Like people, models in this framework learn features using category and distributional information, and can even infer features invariant over transformations. Although we are still a long way from explaining how art theorists learn to represent Jackson Pollock paintings, our framework provides an important step toward the larger goal of explaining how our brain learns to construct complex representations based on its experiences in the world.
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Appendix A

Inference Using Gibbs Sampling

Throughout the article, we have presented models by describing a step-by-step probabilistic process, which first creates the latent variables (e.g., a feature ownership matrix) and results in generating the set of images observed by the model. Inference is the inverse of this process, where we start with the set of images and work backward to compute the latent variables (in our case, feature representations) that were likely to have produced the observations. We can formulate new predictions by seeing which observations are likely to be generated from the feature representation that we inferred.

For the simplest model in the framework, we represent objects using two matrices: a feature ownership matrix \( Z \), which encodes each object’s features, and a feature image matrix, which encodes the image associated with each feature. Given a set of images \( X \), we use Bayes’ theorem to infer the most probable feature representation to have produced the images:

\[
P(Z, Y | X) = \frac{P(X | Y, Z)P(Y)P(Z)}{\sum_{Z, Y} P(X | Y, Z)P(Y)P(Z)}. \tag{A1}
\]

Unfortunately, there is no known solution to the sum in the denominator. So, we approximate the probability distribution over feature representations. As the most probable a posteriori feature representation is usually much more likely than other possible feature representations, we typically only report it (as the other potential feature representations have negligible probability). One exception is the simulations in Appendix C, where we marginalize over samples due to the substantial uncertainty in the covariance matrix generating translation and scaling transformations.

To infer the feature representation with maximum posterior probability, we use a combination of Gibbs sampling and simulated annealing (Geman & Geman, 1984). Gibbs sampling proceeds by first randomly initializing all of the unobserved variables,\(^{26}\) cycling through the elements of each matrix (e.g., \( z_{nk} \)) and sampling new values for each element conditioned on the values of all of the other variables (e.g., the elements of \( Z \) that are not \( z_{nk} \), \( Y \), and \( X \)). For our applications, we first resample the feature ownership matrix; we cycle through the objects 1 to \( N \) and, for each object \( n \), resample its feature ownership assignments for features that are owned by at least one object without counting object \( n \) (resample all \( z_{nk} \) for all \( k \) such that for at least one object \( i \neq n, z_{ik} = 1 \)). The Gibbs sampler for elements of the feature ownership matrix is given by

\[
P(z_{nk} = 1 | Z_{-\{nk\}}, Y, X) \propto P(z_{nk} | Z_{-\{nk\}})P(x_n | z_{nk}, Y)
\]

(A2)

where \( Z_{-\{nk\}} \) is the matrix of current feature ownership assignments without \( z_{nk} \); \( m_{-\{nk\}} \) is the number of objects that own feature \( k \) without considering object \( n \); and \( p(X | Z, Y) \) is the likelihood of the observed objects under the feature representation that includes object \( n \) owning feature \( k \). The first term is derived by assuming object \( n \) to be the last customer in the Indian buffet process (IBP) and using the culinary metaphor, which is valid by the exchangeability of the IBP. After cycling through the previously owned features, we sample \( K_{new} \) features from

\[
P(K_{new} | x_n, z_{nk}, Y, K_{new}) \propto P(x_n | z_{nk}, Y, K_{new})P(K_{new}) \tag{A4}
\]

\[
\propto P(K_{new}) \prod_{d=1}^{D} \left[ 1 - (1 - \epsilon)(1 - \lambda)^{x_{nd}}(1 - \lambda)^{K_{new}} \right], \tag{A5}
\]

where \( P(K_{new}) \) is Poisson distributed with parameter \( \alpha \); \( \epsilon \) is the probability that a pixel is on by chance, \( \lambda \) is the probability that an object’s feature with the pixel on in its image fails to turn on that pixel in the object’s image, and \( \theta \) is the prior probability that a pixel is on in a feature image. We approximate this distribution by calculating it explicitly for each \( K_{new} \) from 0 to a cutoff at 10, which is a good approximation because \( P(K_{new}) \) decays to 0 quickly. When new features are sampled \((K_{new} > 0)\), \( K_{new} \) column vectors are appended to \( Z \). The column vectors contain all zeros except for a 1 at index \( n \). We sample the images of the new features jointly defining an auxiliary variable \( h_d \), which denotes the number of the new features that have pixel \( d \) on and sample it from

\[
P(h_d | x_{nd}, z_{nk}, Y, K_{new}) \propto \left( \begin{array}{c} K_{new} \\ h_d \end{array} \right)^{\theta h_d (1 - \theta) K_{new} - h_d (1 - \epsilon) (1 - \lambda)^{x_{nd}} h_d} \]

(A6)

\[
\left( \begin{array}{c} K_{new} \\ h_d \end{array} \right)^{\theta h_d (1 - \theta) K_{new} - h_d (1 - \epsilon) (1 - \lambda)^{x_{nd}} h_d} \quad \text{if } x_{nd} = 0
\]

\[
\left( \begin{array}{c} K_{new} \\ h_d \end{array} \right)^{\theta h_d (1 - \theta) K_{new} - h_d (1 - \epsilon) (1 - \lambda)^{x_{nd}} h_d} \quad \text{if } x_{nd} = 1
\]

(A7)

where \( z_n \) is the vector of feature ownership for object \( n \) before adding these new features. The Gibbs sampler for binary feature
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images using the noisy-OR likelihood and the knowledge-less feature image prior is

\[ P(y_{ikd}|Z, Y - (k, d), X) \propto 0^{n_{ud}}(1 - 0)^{n_{id}} P(X|Z, Y). \]  

(A8)

We refer the reader to Griffiths and Ghahramani (2011) for a general derivation of the Gibbs sampler for the IBP and Wood et al. (2006) for the derivation specific to noisy-OR likelihood function.

After a number of iterations of resampling the elements of each matrix with the above Gibbs sampler, the distribution over resampled elements approximates the true posterior distribution. Following Austerweil and Griffiths (2011), we use simulated annealing to aid inference, which samples from \( P(Z|X, Y)^{1/\tau} \), and use a logarithmic cooling schedule \( (t = \min(1, \log(i + 1)/\tau) \), where \( i \) is the iteration number and \( \tau \) depends on the dimensionality of \( X \). This helps the Gibbs sampler get out of bad local minima early on by sampling more uniformly at first and results in \( P(Z|X, Y)^{1/\tau} \) still converging to \( P(Z|X, Y) \) as \( t \to 1 \).

Given an estimate of the most probable feature representation from an inference procedure, \( \hat{Z} \) and \( \hat{Y} \), the model predictions for what other images, \( x_{test} \), are probable is given by

\[ P(x_{test}|X) \approx P(x_{test}|z_{test}, \hat{Y}). \]  

(A9)

where \( z_{test} = \arg\max_p P(x_{test}|z, \hat{Y}) \) denotes the most probable features for representing \( x_{test} \) according to the model. We find \( z_{test} \) by sampling it under the constraint that only previously observed features can be used (new features are not allowed to be constructed). Finally, we use the exponentiated Luce choice rule, with response probabilities proportional to \( P(x_{test}|z_{test}, \hat{Y}) \) (Kruschke, 1992; Luce, 1959) to put the unnormalized probabilities on a scale similar to the results of the participants in our experiments. \( \phi \) is fit by minimizing the square distance between human and model responses, and then normalizing the distribution by the different test objects. Although the models contain several parameters, this is the only one that is ever fit to participant responses.

Appendix B

The Transformed Indian Buffet Process

The transformed Indian buffet process (tIBP) is defined by the following generative process:

\[
\begin{align*}
Z \mid \alpha & \sim \text{IBP}(\alpha) \\
r_{\eta} \mid \eta & \sim \text{id} \Phi(\eta) \\
Y \mid 0 & \sim g(0) \\
x_n, r_n, z_{test}, Y, \gamma & \sim f(x_n, r_n(Y), z_{test}, \gamma),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \Phi(\eta) \) is a distribution over the set of transformations (parameterized by \( \eta \)), \( g(0) \) is the feature image prior (in this article, independent coin flips with bias \( \theta \) as in the standard IBP), \( r_n \) is the vector of transformations for object \( n \)'s features, \( f(x_n, r_n(Y), z_{test}, \gamma) \) is the distribution generating the images given the feature representation (the noisy-OR distribution for this article), where \( r_n(Y) \) is the matrix resulting from applying transformation \( r_n \) to each feature \( k \) and \( \gamma \) is the set of parameters for that transformation (e.g., \( \gamma = \{\epsilon, \lambda\} \) for the noisy-OR), and the other variables are defined as in the standard Indian buffet process (IBP). Inference using Gibbs sampling is computed in the same manner as the standard IBP, except that the transformation applied to feature \( k \) specific to object \( n \), \( r_n \), needs to be inferred as well. Additionally, the current transformations are applied to the feature images when inferring \( Z \) and \( Y \). The model predictions are given by

\[ P(x_{test}|X) \approx P(x_{test}|z_{test}, r_{test}(\hat{Y})), \]

(B1)

where \( (z_{test}, r_{test}) = \arg\max_{z,r} P(x_{test}|z, r(\hat{Y})) \). As before, model predictions are compared to experiment results by transforming them through the exponentiated Luce choice rule, and \( \phi \) is fit by minimizing the squared distance between the human results and the transformed model predictions.

Except for the simulations reported in the beyond transformation independence and learning which transformations apply subsections, we used a uniform distribution on all possible translations as our prior on feature transformations \( r_{nk} \sim U(\{1, \ldots, D_1\} \times \{0, \ldots, D_2\}) \), where \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) are the size of the dimensions of the image and \( r_{nk} \) is a parameter of the transformation specifying how much to translate the image right and down. We assumed the image was a torus, so any parts of the image that are transformed to go beyond the dimensions are wrapped back to the beginning. Unless otherwise stated, we use Gibbs sampling for inference, drawing samples from \( P(Z,Y,R|X) \).

For the tIBP, Gibbs sampling proceeds in the following manner. We first resample \( z_{test} \) for all currently used features \( (m_k > 0 \) without counting \( z_{test} \) by summing over all the possible transformations (thus avoiding having to get “lucky” in randomly sampling the appropriate transformation). This can be done explicitly, with

\[
\begin{align*}
p(z_{test}|Z_{\neg test}, R_{\neg test}, Y, X) &= \sum_{r_{test}} p(z_{test}|Z_{\neg test}, R_{\neg test}, Y, X) p(r_{test}) \\
&\approx \sum_{r_{test}} p(x_{test}, r_{test}(Y)) p(z_{test}|Z_{\neg test}) p(r_{test}).
\end{align*}
\]

(B2)
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where the first term in the sum is the given by the noisy-OR likelihood, the second term is given by the IBP culinary metaphor, and the last term is the prior over transformations. If we draw $z_{nk} = 1$, then we also sample draw $r_{nk}$ from

$$p(r_{nk}|z_{nk} = 1, Z_{-(nk)}, R_{-(nk)}, Y, X) \propto p(x_n|z_n, Y, R)p(r_{nk}).$$

(B4)

Note that the probabilities involving transformations over images can be stored in memory for efficiency, and thus, they only need to be computed once per $(n,k)$ pair per each iteration of the Gibbs sampler.

Second, we sample the number of new features. To derive this sampler, we adapt the technique described above and derived in Wood et al. (2006), which yields

$$p(K_{n+1}^{\text{new}}|X_n, Z_{n+1,1:(K_n + K_n^{\text{new}})}, Y, R) \propto p(x_n|Z_{n+1}^{\text{new}}, Y, K_n^{\text{new}}) P(K_n^{\text{new}}),$$

(B5)

where $Z_{n+1}^{\text{new}}$ includes the $K_n^{\text{new}}$ extra columns for the new features (which is 1 for row $n$, but 0 otherwise). To compute the first term, $p(x_n|Z_{n+1}^{\text{new}}, Y, K_n^{\text{new}})$, we need to sum over possible feature images and transformations. To simplify this calculation, we assume that the first time a feature is sampled, it is not transformed (this is justified because the parameters of one of the transformations of a feature and its image are statistically unidentifiable). Without transformations, this is equivalent to summing over the possible feature images in the noisy-OR IBP, which was derived by Wood et al. to be

$$p(K_{n+1}^{\text{new}}|X_n, Z_{n+1,1:(K_n + K_n^{\text{new}})}, Y, R) \propto \frac{K_n^{\text{new}} e^{-\alpha}}{K_n^{\text{new}}!} (1 - (1 - \varepsilon))$$

$$\times (1 - \lambda)^{y_{nk}}(1 - 0\lambda)^{K_n^{\text{new}}},$$

where $r_{nk}(y_{nk})$ is the value of pixel $d$ for all the features after object $n$’s transformations are applied. Finally, $Y$ is sampled as before, except the feature images for each object are transformed by $R$.

Given $T$ samples $(Z^{(i)}, Y^{(i)}, R^{(i)})_{i=1}^{T}$ from $P(X, Z, Y, R|X)$, an approximation to the posterior probability of new images is given by

$$P(x_{N+1}|X) \approx \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{T} P(x_{N+1}|Z^{(i)}, Y^{(i)}, R^{(i)}).$$

(B7)

To compute the term of the sum at every $t$, we marginalize over $z_{nk}$ and $r_{nk}$, the features of $x_{N+1}$ and their transformations.

For the simulations described in the Models Learning Invariant Versus “Variant” Features, Learning Spatially Invariant Features, and One or Two Features? sections, we approximate the predictive distribution, $P(x_{N+1}|X)$, given by Equation B7 with a single sample from the Gibbs sampler, the sample whose feature representation has the largest posterior probability. The Gibbs sampler was run for 1,000 iterations. For the simulations described in the Models Learning Invariant Versus “Variant” Features section, the prior parameter values were set to the following values: $\alpha = .8, \varepsilon = 0.05, \lambda = 0.99$, and $\theta = 0.4$. Both the tIBP and tIBP use these same parameter values for the simulations reported in the Models Learning Invariant Versus “Variant” Features section, and the images were $5 \times 5$ pixels. For the simulations described in the One or Two Features? section, the parameter values were set to the following values: $\alpha = .8, \varepsilon = 0.01, \lambda = 0.99$, and $\theta = 0.175$. To relate $P(x_{N+1}|X)$ to the experimental results in the One or Two Features? section, we transform it using the exponentiated Luce choice rule with parameter $\phi = 0.05$.

For the simulations described in the Learning Spatially Invariant Features section, the following parameter values were used: $\alpha = .8, \varepsilon = 0.01, \lambda = 0.999$, and $\theta = 0.15$. The starting temperature for simulated annealing, $T$ was initialized to 5. Due to the complexity of inference when there are hundreds of scenes, we interleaved a split–merge step after every five steps of the Gibbs sampler. In a split–merge step, a new feature representation was proposed that either merged two random features together with probability $.5$ or split a feature into two new features with probability $.5$. A merge step was performed by first picking two features at random, combining their feature ownership values (by taking their union), and then sampling a single feature image from scratch. A split step was performed by first picking a random feature to split into two new features, then randomly distributing the objects that owned the original feature to one of the two new features and finally sampling the feature image from scratch. The proposed feature representation was automatically accepted if it had greater likelihood than the likelihood of the current feature representation. Otherwise, it was accepted with probability proportional to the ratio of the proposed feature representation’s log-likelihood to the log-likelihood of the current feature representation with a fixed annealing temperature of $1/150$. Because this split–merge technique does not provide proper samples from the posterior, this amounts to performing stochastic search for the feature representation with maximum probability rather than approximating the posterior probability over all set of samples.
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Appendix C
How Variance in Translations Affects Variance in Scalings

To capture participant responses in Experiment 3 of Smith (2005), we couple the variance of translations and scalings by putting a prior on each transformation type that shares the same covariance matrix $\Sigma$. The resulting generative process is

$$\Sigma \sim IW(2.5, 5I)$$

$$\mu_T \sim N(\mu_{T0}, \Sigma/k_0)$$

$$w_{rk} \overset{iid}{\sim} \text{Bernoulli}(1/2)$$

$$r_{nk} \begin{cases} w_{nk} = 0 & \sim N(\mu_{y}, \Sigma) \\ w_{nk} = 1 & \sim N(\mu_{x}, \Sigma) \end{cases}$$

where $I$ is the identity matrix and $IW$ is the inverse-Wishart distribution. Features and transformations are sampled as before with Gibbs sampling. The parameters for the transformations ($\mu_T$ and $\Sigma$) are inferred using the conjugate updates for the normal inverse-Wishart model (Bernardo & Smith, 1994). $\mu_T$ is not inferred because there are no scalings in the training set to base the inference on. The images were $25 \times 25$ pixels. The set of training images given to the model consisted of a centered $7 \times 7$ pixel square, which occurred in every possible horizontal or vertical (depending on the condition) translation. The test images were centered rectangles with one side of length 7 and the other side had length 9, 11, or 5 (corresponding to 1, 2, or $\epsilon$). So, the Horizontal 1 test object ($H1$) had a width of length 9 and height of length 7.

The parameters $\alpha, \epsilon, \lambda,$ and $\theta$ were set to 2, 0.005, 0.995, and 0.25, respectively, and the Gibbs sampler was run for 1,000 iterations. $k_0$ was set to 40 and $\mu_{y}$ was set to $[1.2, 1.2]^T$. $\mu_{T0}$ was set to $[25, 25]^T$. The posterior distribution over $r_{nk}$ and $\Sigma$ is fairly broad. So rather than use the maximum a posteriori estimate of the feature representation to form our predictions (as we do for most other simulations), the predictions were made by averaging over the samples using a burn-in of 200 and taking every one out of 10 samples (a procedure called thinning). The exponentiated Luce rule with parameter $\phi = 0.031$ was used, except the unnormalized probabilities were not renormalized after exponentiating. Simulated annealing was not used for these simulations.

Appendix D
Learning Invariance Type Using the Transformed Indian Buffet Process

To learn the ways a feature can be transformed, we add a latent indicator for each feature that denotes the types of transformations it is allowed to undergo. Let $t_k$ be a binary indicator for feature $k$, where $t_k = 1$ indicates the feature is rotated a random number of degrees (uniform between $0^\circ$ and $45^\circ$ in steps of $15^\circ$) and $t_k = 0$ indicates the feature is scaled by a random amount (uniformly drawn from $[3/8, 7/8, 3/5, 5/7, 1, 7/5, 11/7, 5/3, 11/5, 7/3, 11/3]$). Finally, for the purpose of inference, we assume that $t_k \overset{iid}{\sim} \text{Bernoulli}(0.5)$.

Inference and prediction are performed in the same manner as the normal transformed Indian buffet process except that $t_k$ needs to be sampled as well and predictions are made conditioned on the type of transformation the feature is allowed to undergo. A Gibbs sampler for $t_k$ is given by

$$p(t_k | x, y, z, r, t_{-k}) \propto \sum_{\pi} p(x_k | t_{nk}, t_k, y, z, r_{-k}, t_{-k}) p(r_{nk}) p(t_k).$$

(D1)

The parameters were set to $\alpha = 2, \epsilon = 0.01, \lambda = 0.99, \theta = 0.5$, and $\pi = 0.5$ (with $\phi = 0.005$ for the exponentiated Luce choice rule). The predictions shown were made after running the Gibbs sampler for 1,000 iterations, and the images were $38 \times 38$ pixels each. Simulated annealing was not used for these simulations.

Appendix E
Incorporating Category Information

In the article, we presented two methods for incorporating categorization information into our framework: as part of the observable properties of an object and representing it directly through the Indian buffet franchise (IBF). For the first method, we appended $c = 35$ bits per category to each image. So, each image had $2c = 70$ extra bits. To encode that an image was in Category 1, the first $c$ extra bits were set to 1 and the last $c$ bits were set to 0 (and vice versa for Category 2). Except for setting $\theta = 0.25$, we used the same parameter values as used by Austerweil and Griffiths (2011): $\alpha = 2, \epsilon = 0.01, \lambda = 0.99$. The features with largest posterior probability were found with a Gibbs sampler (including simulated annealing with $T = 5$ and a split–merge step
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every six iterations) and are shown in Figures 16A and 16B. The sampler was run for 1,000 iterations, and it was given eight examples from each category (N = 32).

Inference for the IBF proceeds as described in Appendix A, except that when the IBP creates new features, it draws the images for those features from the shared Chinese restaurant process (CRP). We refer the reader to Neal (2000) for a thorough description of inference for the CRP. Additionally, Gibbs updates for y(k)d are performed as described by Wood et al. (2006), except that all images (regardless of their category) that have a feature whose image is assigned to y(k)d should be included in the product over likelihood terms. Note that when a pixel of y(0)kd is resampled, the corresponding y(α)kd should be set to the sampled value of y(0)kd for the image of any category image k′ that is assigned to feature image k of the CRP. The feature images of the individual categories otherwise do not change from iteration to iteration of inference (i.e., they are deterministically set to the appropriate image in the shared feature image matrix Y(0)). The results described in the article use parameter values: α = 2, ε = 0.025, λ = 0.975, θ = 0.15, and β = 0.0001. The sampler was run for 1,000 iterations, and simulated annealing was used (T = 20). A split–merge step was completed every six iterations, which included within-category split and merge proposals, and between-category proposals, where a random feature of one category takes the feature image from another random feature.

Appendix F
Learning Features for the Transformed Indian Buffet Process Incrementally

To explain the feature learning order effects found by Schyns and Rodet (1997), we approximate features under the transformed Indian buffet process (tIBP) model using an incremental learning algorithm, the particle filter. The particle filter approximates the posterior distribution over features (ownership matrices Z, images Y, and transformations R) by forming P “particles” (samples that store the inferred feature representations of objects observed so far) and updating the particles sequentially as more objects are observed. Rather than infer the features for all of the objects from scratch each time a new object is observed (as the Gibbs sampler would if it were given objects sequentially), the particle filtering algorithm infers features for the new object (potentially updating the feature images and transformations used by previous objects), but keeps the assignments for the previous objects fixed. When the number of particles is large, this yields the same posterior distribution as Gibbs sampling (in fact, both converge to the true distribution in the limit), but for a small number of particles the algorithm infers features for the new object (potentially updating the feature images and transformations used by previous objects), and thus we can sequentially update our posterior distribution given the next object using the posterior distribution given one fewer object.

Of course we cannot sum over all possible previous feature ownership matrices Z(n−1) (as it is infinite for even one object). Instead, we approximate the distribution by storing P particles, which are samples of the feature representation for the currently observed objects. We first initialize the particles in the same manner as the Gibbs sampler is initialized. Then we infer the feature representation after observing n objects by updating each particle (the inferred feature ownership matrix after n − 1 objects) using the restaurant sampling scheme, sampling new Y and R using Gibbs sampling with the updated Z(n) and weighting the particles by how well they reconstruct the most recently observed object x(n) using the updated features.

For the simulations reported in the article, P = 100 and the parameters α, ε, λ, and θ were initialized to 2, 0.001, 0.999, and 0.4 for both the Gibbs sampler (run for 1,000 iterations) and particle filter, and the model was given five examples of each type of object. Each image was 30 × 30 pixels. Simulated annealing (T = 25) was applied for the Gibbs sampler, which converged quickly to the two feature solution in both object orders. After observing all 15 objects, all particles contained the same feature representation.
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